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FORE WORD

(U) The work described in this report was performe~d by rer,;.,)n!-.al of"
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Pr'JpulS 20n Laboratory, as part of an interlaboratnjiy team to deor n i -~ate

*thrQ feasibilit'y of hybrid propulsion for the Sandp~iper high-perfo.r~zlplt:
tar7get -missile. Mr. Franklin B. Mead, Jr. , was the izroliect n,-z
ar~d Mr. Zernard R. Bornhorst '-sthe Program Mar~age~. Tho v',@,i
p7'ograrr was conducted between August 1966 and March l68 undt *',
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ABSTRACT

(U) An in-house exploratory development program was accomplished
as part of an inter.r- >oboratory team effort to demonstrate the feasibility of
hyvbrid propulsion for the Sandpiper high-performance target missiie. The
objectives of this program were to: ({ ) cortduct "off -de sign" tests of a
fii4ht type ,heawyweight) hybrid thrust chamber asser-bly (TCA)- (2) con-duct fligh:t ccrtificati•,n tests on flight -weight propulsion systems delivered

urder a concurr,:nt APIIPL contract; and (3) provide propulsion system
field servicing and engineering support during subsequent flight tests ofthe propulsion sys~temn. Thirty heavyweight TCA test& were conducted, and

TCA cornpcrnent operating characteristics, TCA component durability,
(ffectS of metal fuel grain additives on combustP,••n, effects of fuel grain
ten-peratur-e on combustion, effects of lPFNA oxidizer substitution, and
TCA altitud-e performance were evaluated. MON-25 (75% N2 0 4 /25% NO)
oxidizer and 9$'7• Plexiglas (polymethylmethacrylate)/10% magnesium metal
fun-1l were the propuls`.on system propelants. Eight flight-weight propulsion

,itermu vwere tested over simulated mission duty cycles after being sub-
F;cted tc envirunmental extremes of temperature (-65 0 F to 165 0 F) and

humidi",,I

(U) o uf the hcavyweight TCA testa and svbsequut propulsion
&ysteir flight tce,ýs are sunimarized. The flight certification test data are
I*rt:mentfAd in detail.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

(C) Existing doci,.nentation (Reference 1) indicated that improved

ro(ket-powered target missiles were reeded to simulate the flight perform-

ance of the best aircraft a po'ential enerry imight produce in the next

decade. Maximum altitude requirements might be as high as 100, 000 feet,

with flight speeds up to Mach 5. To meet a variety of mission profiles with

actual on-station operating times of 5 minut2s or greater, an extremely

flexible propulsion system with a mltiple st( p thrust capability was

required. Moreover, any propulsion system developed must be cost effec-

tive and must offer ease of handling, storage under a wide range of condi-

tions, a minimum of checkout and maintenance and a maximum of safety

and reliability. Cireful review of propulsion reqjirements for target

missile applications revealed that propulsion technology was not available

to provide, the thrust variation and e-xtend,.d burning times necessary to

fulfill this wide. mission performance envelope. The alternatives that

solids, liquids or hybrids offered to obtain the neede.d propulsion technology

indicated that a hybrid propulsion unit might provide a quick and Inexpensive

means for esttahllighin., the re , esa;ry propul iion capability. An exploratory

development program was ( ocriveil to develop the required propulsior

technology anid de.,monstrate wider atiral flight ( onditions a hybrid propsal-

sion syste.m mrveeting siz.e and perfortrianc e req i-er 'nt s for an improved

rocket-powered target ,iisile.

M(U) The develoment of a ro• ket-po)wered rmi sile tc demonstrate

h ybr'd propulSioni l,,hlology involved three Air Force Systtemu Command

(AFSC) li.boratoiert.. Th, Air For-ce Aritnmerit l,,abrrtory (AFATL) at

F glin A'II, Flurida, held prinmary r potiis ihi lity for thin effort. The Air

!I F l'orce Flight lDynamii x Laboratory (AFIFI)L) at Wright-fPatters•n AFB,

Ohio, provided tet hni( al mupn, rt in t he a rea s of ah ro)dy narn ic ,

Cemnu NT1
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aerotherinodynamics, stability and control, and vehicle flight performance.

CheAliorna wasc iRochaket ofPropulsion saoaoystemL aeigwardsvpmn And,

TheAiForcea Rosinckaret Prpopulsion Labortory dAesRPL, aEdrdevlpmn aFB,

preflight checkout. Flight testing was accomplished at the Air Proving

Ground Center (APGC), Eglin AFB missile range over the Gulf of Mexico,

with each laboratory providing direct 3upport.

B. OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

(U) The primary objective of this program was to conduct flight rert,-

lication tests on a number of hybrid propulsion systems delivered to the

AFRPL under Contract AF 04(611)-11632 by United Technology C-ctter

(Reference 6), thereby insuring that a high degree of success could be

expected with the hybrid propulsion system during Sandpiper target miscile

flight tests at Eglin AFB. The certification testii were conducted und'rr

conditions simulating the environment that the hybrid propulsion system

would experience in flight. Hybrid rocket performance, reliability, and

saftIly were evaluated over a wide range of altittaie and ternperaturt environ-

ments to insure that sy~tem operation met Air Forcc rcquirements. Other

objectives were to develop engineering experience in hybr~d prupulgion at

the AFRPL and to contribute to the advancement of hybrid rocketry. Major

areas of inventi~;'7*ion included the effects of metal loadtng in the fuel grain

on regrC3-icrn and combustion characteristicis, the effecctm of oxidizer/fue1l

(0/F) r~stio, the diffetences betiA'een ambient and altitude performance, the

efbed of temperature extremes on system dynamnics, and the effe4 to of

vibration 3i system durability.

(U) A two-phase effort was initiated to iac(or:nplimh the program iljec-

tives. Phase I consisted of tests using he~t"yweight hardwaro irlentica! to

that being developed L.y the contractor. While the i.ontractor w'l a king a

"rifle bore" approach with a sped fic end itemi in mind, the AFHPL

approach was to conduct "off desigri' tvuts extendinig overall knowledcge of

this propulsion syotem and hybrid rot ket ry ln grne ral, bit also verifymni~t

system operation and perforrnince. k(.'ults of these tests were related

2

cri;FIDE TIAL
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to the contractor and significantly influenced decisions on the final system

design. Throughout this phase, the thrust chamber assembly (TCA) did

not change. Interior components such as nozzle, mixer, and injector were

modified over the course of the program as described in Scction II.

Phase I also served E.s a training program for AFRPL project personnel,

allowing them to become farrUiar with the hybrid hardware and system

operation and testing procedures critical to succe3sful coaiclugion of

Phase II.

(U) During Phase IT, 10 flight-weight propulsion sy:items were

delivered to the AFRPL for certification testing, and five systemis were

shipped to the Beech Aircraft Company for mating with airframes and sub-

sequent shipment to Eglin AFB. The 15 propulsion systems delivered to

the Air Force were identical. Tae 10 units delivered to the AFRPL were

picked at random from the total lot to obtain a representative sampling.

Using this procedure, the flight-wcight design concept, rather than each

individual unit, would be certified for flight. Thus, the usuai concept of

unit acceptance testing by hot firing was bypassed.

(U) The AFRIPL was responsible for handling, maintenance and check-

out of the propulsion systems during the demonstration flight testM at

Egliri AF'B. During this portion of Phl•se It, AIR 01L te(. hniual personnel

and equipmni.t were available prior to eat h flight, and it was the respnsi-

bility of the AFRIPL project engineer to verify propulsion systemn readic•,-s

for the flight. The 9'1,-( ific, obj,,utiveO S of the flight dcmi nmtration test

program were to obtain in flight rot ket eigi lt, pe rforroa iu e datta, de ,1on -

strate specificd ( ruisc/time profile(s, d,-rýmonstrate flight prozraniiv'r

controll-d m;a n,•ivering capabilities, ovaluatc air( raft/miissite Poupersonic

laur h c('ipabilitiet and techniquen, detertnitie missile flight tontrol syste-m

* p erfo rinanc during lauinch , c limb and crulnse c()e md tiJs, I lV4 at t gA target

Smi si Ilt tna;titi-nance and handling pro, .durcs, a3d dlte vrmi•, intfir red

* sigmiatur, diita from the hybrid ro, k t iotor du(-ring flight (Rferewes v , I).

3
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C. DESIGN CONCEPT

(U) From the beginning, the conceptual approach utilized for the

derronrtration program was based upon low cost ý'nd system simplicity.

The airframe proposed to demonstrate flight feasibility emrployed a 180-

inch-long version of the Navy AQM-37A liquid bipropellant rocket-powered

target mihsile. With only 6light modification, the Air Force was able to

use operational hardware and off-the-shelf components for a large portion

of the missile system.

(U) In the hybrid rocket, a liquid oxidizer reacts with a solid fuel

grain. While the oxidizer flow is metered through the injector by appro-

priate valving and tankage (liquid management system), the fuel flow, and

thus the oxidizer/fuel ratio (0,'F), is controlled by transport processes

and chemical reactions occurring in the solid fuel combustion chamber. In

other words, the oxidizer does not autorn:v tically strip off the fuel in

stoichiometric proportion3 to provide efficient performance. Thus, the

heat, mass and momentum transfer processes, and gas-phase cornbtistion

and heterogeneous fuel decomposition reactiori must be understood and

described before the solid fue! regression (burning) rates can be predicted,

achieved, and maintaineed in the hybrid rocket engine. Oice understood,

the hybrid rocket offers the attractive features of throttling, restart capa.

bility, unrestricted use of propellant ingredients reg•i rdle•, of (hem ial

compatibility (de,- to the complete stparation of furl and oxidizer), system

simplicity (because only one liquid must be controlld ), and in, rc-•,ai'l

safety in mnanufc turiug, haildling a~nd ('l porations (4g~1 •, its a result of

se pa ration of fuel an1d oxidizer).

(U) An shown in Figure 1, tho s•ler ted hybrid tnissile system includd

a nose cone with guidance and ( ontroIs, a ganrous nitroge'n pres-turi7.,tion

tank, an oxidiz,!r tank and th0 . 0lid fio, t .)iO)ntuntion chamber, T11 ,oit rid

the hybrid propulsion systern, the liquid taltag'"riirnt 0yAt,'O 1 to unltiltg of

the nitrogen and oxidizi-r tan•l and the Ajtj~r,), tate lin'M and v.%lv-a wa.0

4
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designed to inject a single boost flow rate through two parallel lines pro-

ducing a nominal 500-lbf boost thrust with the duration varied as required

for a given mission. The sustain phase of operation was initiated by

closing the main oxidizer boost valve, thus forcing the oxidizer to flow

through the dial-a-thrust valve orifice which provided for variable oxidizer

nlow rate and was preset by mechanically adijisting the orifice prior to

launch. During sustain phase, the oxidizer was aerate-d with gaseous

nitrot-en at the injector to maintain momentumn and enhance atornization.

The propellants utilized consisted of 10 percent powdered magnesium dig-

persed in 90 percent polymethyimethacrylate (Plexiglas) as the solid fuel

and a mixture of 25 percent nitric oxide and 75 percent nitrogen tetroxide

(MON-25) as the liquid oxidizer. T'he nitric oxide addition provided stora-

bility in the liquid state over a temperature range of -650F to +1650F. Thle

propellants were nonexplosive, nonhypergolic, and readily available at

modeýrate cost. The thrust chamber assembly (TCA), as shown in F~igure 2,

concioted of a graphite nozzle assembly with a 21:1 expansion ratio, a

rnaraging steel cas e, a c'rlindrical, qingle-port solid fuel grain surrounded

by silica phenolic insulation, an injector designed to prcduce a hollow cone

spiay pattern and a pyrotechnic igniter. Although the airfraine u;'s 13

inches in diameter, a lO-inch-O. D. TCA was used based upon an expected
future target missile diameter. TIhe actual throat of th. 'nozzle was pyro-
lytic graphite, and the rest of the nozzle was a high -densi~ty-g rad.ý graphite..-

The entrance to the nozzle was tapered without the, plenum ujually used to

enhance mixing and combustion efficioncy. '1 h tapetred citranc e allowed

smooth flow, with some loss in performance, of a protvt Live fuel-rich

bountdary layer over the nozzle thro;At. The Constriction, in the fum.l port

was at the point of maximum regression rato where additiori,11 fuerl permitted

a more even burnout along the grain lungth.

(U) The thrust requi remients for the hybrid t;Arget minn i I are I't, td

in Tablo 1. The thrust recqiIre-menta refe renri tfir *p"( $f ied 1On Sion) Mlt

tude s to delivered thrust rit altitfivi conditions. Rat ng Nuamber I was An

all-boost phase misspion at .0, 000 ft requiring at Ic'ast 60., 000( lb 'icc total
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Si-p,.e. Rating IA was a 50, 000-ft mission using the first 10 sec of boost

p•'apc -)vovided by Rhating I followed by 297 sec of sustain phase with thrust

~t~9.::g drag at Mach 2. 0. Rating Number II was a 70, 000-t mission

* icAili~ig the first 60 sec of boost phase that would be delivered in Rating I

fol!c,•,cd by 303 sec of sustain phase with a thrust level exactly matching

d,•'• ,at Mta•ch 2. 2. Rating Number III was an 80, 000-ft mission utilizing

Vtie ri.xt 53 sec of Rating I boost phase followed by 176 sec of sustain

phise %1,fi a thrust level to match drag at Mach 3.0. Rating Number IV

vva-, a 90, 000-ft Marh 4 mission, applicable only to future advanced ver-

;-itnq of the target missiie because the 13-inch-diameter demonstration

vehicle could not fly at this altitude and speed. Rating IV defined the mini-

mum flow rate combustion regime for the hybrid engine. Rating I defined

the maximum flow rate combustion regime, hence, an 8:1 throttling ratio

was required froin the hybrid TCA. The total impulse values reflect

predict'ons for arnticipated advanced versions (10-inch 0. D. ) of the target

mnissi.le. Settings 1, 2, 3, ard "Alternate" refer to positions of the dial-a-

thiTist valve as discussed in detail in Section II.

SUtI
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SECTION II

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. STATIC TEST PROCEDU1AES

1. Test Facility Deen ?nd Operation.

(U) This program was conducted at the Air Force Rocket Propul-

sion Laboratory altitude facility located at Test Area 1-14 (Hydro Lab),

CeUls A and B (Figure 3). B-Cell was the facility where liquid oxygen and
propane were combusted and the exhaust used to flash water to steam for

driving three two-stage ejectors located on top of the condenser. A-Cell

was the hybrid engine test facility and contained the altitude test chamber,

the environmental system and the oxidizer supply tank. The altitude test

chamber was connected to the condenser by a diffuser. Vacuum conditions

created by the steam ejector systemn were applied at the top of the con-

denser, and the engine exhaust gases passed through the diffuser to enter

the bottom of the condenser where a water deluge removed the majority of

particulate solid products and condensible gases,

S ;a. Thrust Stand.

(U) The thrust stand was located in the altitude teot chamber.

It was designed to accommodate either the heavyweight TCA or the complete

flight-weight propulsion system. Therefore, testing could be accomplished

with oxidizer supplied from either the exterior supply tank or the flight-

weight tankage located on the thrust stand. The thrust stand was a channel

bearn extension of an existing 5000 1bf stand with a new load cell, two new

alignment flexures, and two new spring flexures to sup•port the extended
thrust-bed frame.

b. Diffuser.

(U) The diffuser was a water-cooled, doubhi-walled. straight

tube with a 5-inch inside diameter. Deeign theory used to prtdict diffuser

10
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performance was obtained from Reference 5. For sea-level testing, an

18-inch-diameter uncooled diffuser with a large convergent entrance was

installed to coUect the exhaust while still allowing observation of the exhaust

plume. The ambient pressure tests were conducted with the altitude cham-

ber door removed. This provided airflow to ingest and scrub all exhaust

gases, with the altitude facility providing suction.

c. Environmentas System

(U) The environmental system provided the capability of con-

trolled temperatures from -65 0 F to 165°F at any desired relative humidity.

Air was pumped through a closed system as the temperature-conditioning

fluid. A water boiler provided steam; a dehumidifier was available to

remove moisture; an electric heater was used for heatirng; and a liquid

nitrogen heat exchanger was used for cooling. Components could act inde-

pendently or in unison to provide the required conditioning environment.

Operation of the environmental system was completely remote. Two

insulated cocoon jackets were used to cover the entire propulsion system

during system operation. Temperature levels were controlled to approxi-

mately ±1 0 F, and cold-conditioning time was limited by tae liquid nitrogen

supply. The electric heater did not impose a conditioning time limit.

d. Oxidizer System

(U) For heavyweight testing, preset variable-area cavitat.•ig

venturis were used to alter oxidizer flow rates throughout the range of

interest and maintain constant flow. Turbine-type" fl(mrneters were uNed

to measure oxidizer flow rates. A water scrubber system war used for

venting the oxidizer tank and disposing of resikual oxidizer in the bysterm

lines. This technique avoided the danger of toxic propellant within the close

confines of the test area. The test system was designed to perrit lxidier

feed to the engine eith.r from a heavyweoht storage tank or flight-vreight

tankage located on the thrust stand.

U CLASSIIF.
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-. e. Gaseous Nitrogen System

(U) Starting altitude pressure was controllable by feeding a

metered flow of gaseous nitrogen into the condenser, overloading the

vacuum system, and causing an increase in pressure in the altitude test

chamber. The nitrogen flow rates were controlled by three remotely

operated valves of different orifice sizes acting independently or in unison

with variable supply pressure (0 to 1500 psi). To effect moderate changes

in altitude (10, 000 ft), extremely large amounts of nitrogen were required.

Normal operating times averaged 2 to 4 minutes. Once engine ignition

occurred, the altitude in the test chamber was controlled mainly by diffuser

operating characteristics, and the nitrogen overload system was turned off.

Gaseous nitrogen was also used to aerate the oxidizer at low flow rates

with a sonic orifice providing the necessary flow control.

2. Test Hardware.

"" a. Heavyweight TCA

(U) The thrust chamber assembly (TCA) used during Phase I,

heavyweight testing, is shown in Figure 4. The heavyweight TCA consisted

of a case, a forward (losurý-, combustion chamber insulation, and igniher

assemrnLy, an injector assembly, a fuel grain assembly and a nozzle

assembly. On" complete TCA was iniitially supplied by the contractor with

additional ignite r and nozzle asrembli 's as rt(placeinents for expended

hardware used during the test series. The heavyweight TCA configuration

was identic al to the configuration used by the contr tr tor dolriivg his heavy-

weight development tents. Thum, test results and d(ata generated at thit

AFRIL were useful to tilt (ontra( tor in his final ( onfigiiration selection.

(U) The engine case was fatbri (aited from carbon steel tkibing.

It was 10 inthe's inside diamriieter by 0, I Inf hes thick. The forward , hostre

was fabricated from a rbhon stvel and inclioded the igniter AnMd iijec tor

assemblie•s, the (hahb,,r pressur, transdu er tap, atid ani HTV - II seal.nit

tap for the fully ap 'nm bled TCA. T"hle co• oibu• tion (hamnbe r insilation
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consisted of a piece of. silic i phenolic bonded to the fuel grain assembly

with Epcin 934. This insulation was designed to protect the forward clos-

ure from the high temrperatures encountered in th~e combUt~stion chamber.

RTV-11 was used both as an insulation surrounding the fuel grain and as a

potting compound to bond the fuel grain in the case.

(U) The igniter assembly is shown in Figure 5. The igniter

cartridge was a small solid charge designed by the contractor to produce

high temperatures in the combustion chamber and induce a further heating

effect by reaction between the solid exhaust products and the oxidizer. A

standard H-olex double bridge wire initiator was used to ignite the solid

squib. The 304 stainless steel igniter blast tube had three exhaust channels

drilled at 1200 intervals to uniformly disperse the hot 6olid exhaust prod-

ucts. The igniter case was fabricated from 4130 steei, ar~d the throat

insert was high-density ATJ graphite.

b. LL3ýVht-weight Tankage

(U) The flight-weight tankage, furnished by the Beech Aircraft

Company, was an integral part of the ox.idizer feed system. A portion of

the heavywcight tests utilize'd the flight-wegh~t tank;Age' assembhly, inc luding

the nitrogen tank,* the oxidi7zer tank, and thf- appro;)riat(' valv~ing and

c omponents shown in Figures 6 and 7. The oxie ize r tank held about 1 75 lbs

of MON- 25 and had a presstire ra~ting of 91(0 psia. Note ipec ific ally that a

(ornbinatia)n normally clonvd squilb valve arid regulator was used to begi~n

pressuirization of the oxidizer tank. Almo note the presence of a 10-1n1tron

filter in the oxidize r line. This filter warn later retnoved. The mate rial

used for the tarike was 17-7 staiinlesoi Steel.

(U) The fliglit..Wfight propulsmiotn lystium1 inll( hld tile ferd

systern anssmbly, initiaitor ansenibly, igniter anxi-tnl~ly And thruost iamnher

antlembly. The fcrd mystr't ss-thl otln all thlp Valving, lities

anid fittings rvquiired toi~ ontrol the iuit r~gn preattir.-nt illd M()N-2%
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oxidizer as shown schematically in Figure 7. All the valves used on the

flight-weight system were Conax explosively operated types with Bendix

dual-bridge wire initiator assemblies. These valves were off-the-shelf

items meeting the environmental requirements for the system. The valves

were extremely fast acting (0. 002 sec or less) and lightweight (less than

1 ibm). The nitrogen regulator used to maintain an oxidizer tank pressure

of 750 psia was a refurbishable combination normally closed valve and

regulator made by Pneu-Hydro Valve Corporation. A similar model is

used on the Navy AQM-37A target missile. For operation on the flight-

weight system, the regulator valve was always set open during installation,

so that only the regulator functioned during system operation. The dial-a-

thrust valve, as shown in Figure 8, was essentially a variable-orifice

valve calibrated by United Technology Center (UTC) to provide oxidizer

flow rates sufficient to produce desired thrust levels for the various mis-

sions. All of the 80 possible settings were not used during calibration.

Flow requirements were estimated from test results, and the orifice was

opened until the correct flows were obtained. The settings were then

recorded and stamped or. a tag attached tc the valve. This inexpensive

valve had wide fabrication tolerances which necessitated flow calibration

of each unit. The 10-micron absolute nitrogen filter was used to prevent

plugging of the 0. 0135-inch-diameter aeration orifice in the aeration line.

The aeration line provided nitrogen for aeration and extended into the in-

jector via a tube through the tee connecting the boost and sustain lines.

The effects of aeration on flow rates are discussed in Appendix B. The

burst disk had a forward breaking pressure of 450 psia and reverse break-

ing pressure of 550 psia. These burst pressures were well above the

maximum oxidizer vapor pressure of 270 psia (1651F).

(U) The flight-weight igniter differed from the heavyweight

version only in its shorter straight-bore blast tube and one-piece welded

construction. The graphite throat insvrts and cartridges were shipped
separately, and the igniter was loaded just prior to each test.

U CLAS35FI E
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Setting Knob
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Figure 8. Dial -A-Thx unt Valve
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(U) The Ilight-weight thrust chamnber assembly consisted of

the splash block, forward insulation, fuel cr iain assembly, injector asgem-

bly, nozzle assembly and combustion charrbir as shown in Figure 9. The

splash blcck and forward insulation (Figure 10) were made from graphite

ph,-nolic and were designed to eliminrate head-end recirculation effects.

The splash block angle was slightly less thaa the in~e ctor spray an, le I-

;Lllowing the oxidizer to wvipe the block face. The forward lsitewa

thicker than the heavyweight component to dec re-ALe hcat soa'k- th rough at

.Ahe head end. The fuel grain wa nassembly of four c,-jdia.bilt
bonded together to form a continuous fuel grain of approximactý,lx' A45. 7

inches in length by 9. 7 inches in outside diameter. The first billet was

machined to match insulation and engine case contour at the head end. A

silica phenolic sleeve was placed over the outside of the fuel grain to pro-

vide ac;ditional insulation of the combustion chamber case during the termi-.

na.1 portion of firing. This sleeve varied in thickress, providing thie

greatest insulation protection in the second and third billet portion of theI ~fuel grain where initial burnthrough of the fuxel occurred most frerjuenty.

The in-side diameter of the fvu&ý grain was not uniform. The first, third,

and fourth billets were a constant 3. 35 inches irit.ic port diamethr. The

second billect had a 2. 35-inch inetide diameter, tap-red thr,)ugh 30 drgr'wep

at each end to mate c .'enly with billets 1 and 3. To bond thu hiII,.ts tot.tlher,

trichloroethylene was applied to the mating siirfacvs, softe-,rig the 'iexi-

glas and allowing t-er !,illets to bond together.

(U) The fligzht-wrijht it je( tor i P howivi i!n 1'i, r- 11. It pr.,_

duced a hollow cone spray pattern .vitfk a spinnt'r and tiipwrrd orif.,

(U) Thi flight .wetgL iiurile an ;cznbly ( ec Ft,:ire 9) r(f e'ilsled

a throat in sert., insert bacvkup, exit conec, ingsibitioti, cri~too re i t roat

entrance and cast' 'aft closuire). rhe throiat iriqc rt ronii.,i;tt, -if Ci'4 re 1 Piro.

lytic gra;4.lte wa nhers honded tcigethe r, thrrad,?d un Oar 'oi1 .itikaw . s' re.' ýd

into ipluc e atid bonded on the to rw., rd atirfac c oi y. Vj on 9(1 m~ O, i d

exc univ ely an the bonding a gent. I'le rucntoitred thrut ut . e nStt
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* tNitrogen Gas
S •ijectcon L.•ne. Modified AN - Du".khad Fitting

Orifice

Flow Spinner Insert

Figiire 11I. Flight-weight Injector
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backup and exit cone were all ATJ graphite material. The contoured throat

entrance allowed better utilization of fuel at the aft end of the combustion

chamber and protected the nozzle throat because it did not cause high turbu-

lence. Therefore, a fuel-rich boundary layer was formed which partially

protected the throat from the oxidizer-rich central core. The nozzle exit

cone consisting of graphite and silica phenolic had an expansion ratio of

21:1. The only existing joint was in the throat entrance, and it was at this

point that maximum heat soak-through was predicted.

B. FLIGHT TEsr PROCEDURE

1. Airframe Characteristics

(U) A half section of the Model 1069 Sandpipeýr hybrid target mis-

sile is shown in Figure 12. The vehicle was cylindrical with a small conduit

(raceway) on the lower surface and highly swept delta wings w.th vertical

stabilizers at the tips. Canard surfaces were used for pitch control and

aileron for roll and yaw. Thz airframe configuration was similar to the

AQi.-37A and had almost identical drag and flight characteristics. The air-

frame was dismantled for shipment and storage by removing the nose,

canards, wings and fins. Access to the equipment and controls bays was

pro•vided by removable skin panels.

"2. Test Plan and lPro e'lires

(U) The flight tests cotiniated of a total of six flights, three captive

and three missile launches, as desc rifed in l1rfs, rrni es 2 and 3. The Saned-

piper missile was launched from an F-4C iPharitoi fighter at an altitude of

approvlrnately 49, 500 ft and Ma h 1. 5 over the A'(GC FEglin Gulf test ratige.

A Navy ]..AU-24/A guided missile laun hor (4 ernterltne itistalled) arid 1hEU.

56/A firing panel were adapted for utit with the 5.4ndpiper. The latin her is

a standard AQM-37A piston-ope rated, trape eteype coviijpotreit. At la%110h1

an ejection cartridge drrove the trapeze riet harilom cloVtowar'd Arid frmwa rd

evabling missile release in a level atthit ode. As the ta rget left the laii h•,

trapeze, a lanyard was pulled, a( tivatilsg th01 pr'e mu rl.attion and itl';t0,11

sequienre.

UKCLASSIFIsO
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3. Assembly and Modification

(U) The target missiles were assembled at Eglin AFB before each

test. The propulsion systems were shipped from UTC to the Beech Company

fully loaded with oxidizer classified as an ICC class two poison. The igniter

cartridges and throat inserts were shipped directly from UTC to Eglin

where they were stored until final flight checkout. The Beech Company

assembled each individual missile and attached the required instrumentation

(Reference 3). After a complete checkout, the missile was disassembled

and the various assemblies sent to Eglin where the missile was reassembled

and a final check performed before flight. Following assembly at Eglin,

each propulsion system was modified slightly to prevent possible vibration

damage during captive and free flight. Certification vibration test results

dictated that three Adcle clamps be attached to the oxidizer propellant lines

and rubb( r pads inserted between the large mass components and the tank-

age to provide damping act;on.

4. Checkout and Servicing

(U) Checkout and servicing of the Sandpiper propulsion system

involved a continuity theck of each squib valve (total of three), checking

and loading the igniter, e(tting the dial-a -thrust valve and chargir;- the"

nitrogen tank. A detailed procedure wtis developer, during certification

tests at the AT1'IPL for eao h of fheqe steps (Ap,,pendix E). A spec ial high-

pressure facility was assetnbled spvcifically to prf'nworize the misaile

nitrogen tank. This system is shown a( hetnatib ally in Figure 1.1. The

a3ystrrn contained three 2 2O0 psisg and three 6000) pnig titr;)Aeui hottlh 0

ineeting MIL-P-27401 sp]-c ifi :;120tv1, Fhit 2200 priig 1(tt0-1 were useid

first to raise the rrinsile nit rojgo. tank presature to between IS0) pAIg and

1800 paig. This w is a( conmpii he.d by slowly fillil thfIhe' sy.tem in 'SO0-plpig

incr|mereents with a systetn leak (he( k followtng Pru h inc romenta.l 5;"rp.

BJefore using thf. 6(,O01pa ig bltaler, the lminnite nit rogrn t.tnk whom allhwvd

to cool atd the nitr,)gun fill fitiUig w-si the, kcd to insure that It gtill font -

tioned propiePrly. The fill fit',ig wa• a stiinlle prrrsrrure PeAling valve

which occasionally b#-(e n jt. tiu-ed oplen a•rd h;ld to, )i reo.4T vrd. Si tic e high

27
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pressure was available in limited quantity, the valve was always checked

before using the high-pressure bottlea. After these checks, 'he pressure

was raised to 3500 psig in 500-psig increments with continuous leak checkg.

At 3500 ps~g, pressurizing was stopped and the missile system was allowed

to cool to ambient temperature, since the pressurization process caused the

nitrogen tank to become very hot. A voltage reading of the nitrogen pres-

sure transducer and a pressure computation were then made to doble check

the nitrogen tank pressure. There was about a 100-psi difference in pres-

sure between the nitrogen tank and the pressure gages mounted on the

nitrogen servicing facility. After cooling sufficiently, the nitrogen tank

was topped off to 3500 psig and the facility disconnected. The missile

nitrogen tank was then fully charged. All work to this point was performed

in the assembly area. Final continuity checle, and electrical hookup of all

valves and the igniter were performed at the hot gun line just ptior to

mounting the migsiie on the launcher.
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SECTION III

INZTRUMENTATION AND DATA REDUCTION

A. THRUST MEASUREMENT AND CALIBRATION

(IT) itlignment of the thrust stand was ac7omplished by transit and

level gages. Frequent mechanical calibrations maintained and verified a

statistical measurement error less than ±1 peicent. Appendix F details

calibration tests performed during the heavyweight testing phase of the

program. An end-to-end thrust calibration was performed at ambient pres-

sure before each test with a single-beam dead-we;ght automatic calibrator

over a range of 0 to 600 lbsf in six steps. It was assumed that bouyanc7

effects were negligibJe between ambient and altitude pressures. Sealed

load cells were initially used for thrust measurements. These load cells

were supposed to be qualified for altitude testinig; however calibration

checks on these transducers showed that they were unsuitable. Special

vented load cells were acquired and used successfully. Resulti of tests to

evaluate the effects of abrupt changes in altitude are described in Appendix

G. Ignition altitude for certification tests was set with the nitrogen loading

valves. During boost-phase operation of the hybrid propulsion systern,

the altitude cha~nber was maintained at a prespure of about 0. 730 psia or

67, 000 ft altitude. By starting the hybrid engirie at this altitude, tho

diffuser system did not have to pump down the altitudL chAnmber. When t},e

diffuser systerm did pump down the altitudve chamber, a suction pressure

on the engine developed after throttling. cauising a nolgntive threist, and th.

changing pressure caused a slight error in the vented load Cell. Thrust

measurements were first corrected from tst altitude to rniqgion altitudo

by means of the pressure area term in the theoretical thrust coefficient

equttion. All boost thrurt levels were corrected to 50, 000 ft, a,'i the

sustnin levels were corr(!cted to thir various niipiuon altitudes. •u0.0O0 It,

70,000 ft. or M$0,000 ft, Mleastireneiritt mnade of pressure .&t th, exh.aust

plane of the nozzle were th,..n used to correct for ri.oative thrust during

trani-i;tnt operation. No attenmlit wax n ade to r orrret for thrunt dr Iation•s
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caused by load cell adjustments to altitude. For certification tests, zero

thrust was intially set at altitude. However, with the new vented load cells

and using a proper time period before ignition to allow the transducer to

adjust to pressure change, zero shifts were norrraily within noise limits

of the digital data acquisition system (±3 lbf).

B. HEAVYWEIGHT TCA

(U) Instrumentation was designed to measure hybrid engine perform-

ance, altitude test chamber characteristics, oxidizer feed system opera-

tior,, diffuser performance and overall altitude facility (not discussed)

operating characteristics as shown in Table II. To evaluate engine per-

formance, measurements were made of chamber pressure, injector

pressure, nozzle entrance pressure, nozzle exit pressure, thrust, oxidizer

flow rate, TCA vibration levels, and TCA case temperature. Low-range

instrumentation was isolated during high-pressure operation by solenoid

valves actuated by the sustain control switch. Accelerometers measured

vibration both axial and normal to the motor case. Thermocouples were

placed on the chamber case and in the fuel grain. To control and evaluate

the oxidizer feed system operation, measurements were made of oxidizer

cavitating venturi entrance pressure, aeration line total pressure, oxidizer

tank pressure and valve position voltage. Data reduction took the raw data

re orded oil magnetic tape and roxiverted it to engineerinig units. L&M

strip .harts provid,.d a dir.ct readout in engineering units of parameters

used to-mtronitor and control facihiy operation (luring tests, Some engi n(

parainters were placed on strip chharts to provide instant readout of engilne

operation. However, strip chart data were not used in the final anailviis ()f
enrgiri, perfornxance. Thc- digitat data acqnistion system, becawse of it.,i

5pord anid a( , kracy, was used exclusively to a1 dulate performaiuwe. The

fi rst step in reducing the digital data was to use the AFRIPL Gene ral Data

Progr;am whi h, when supplied with the trans(dt er cailibiation for ea, h

paramneter, codnverted the dat a to en8gine ering untit. The lPerf, rtin;ocv e

Prograrr, whit h hrmade the final cal( ulations aii d printout , tookl• samplcpe

from the Gene rat Data Progra•i restiltes. N,,rial sall ii1i In inrterval tfor

U CLASSIF1ED



TABLE IL HEAVYWEThCA-T TEST INSTRUMENTCATION

Param~eter Tra-iducer Rarr. h~'Irw)

Chamber Pressure 0-10c0 poig/C- I00 poig

njector Pressure 0-1000 Ls'iv0-100 psig

'Nozzle Exit Pressure 0-5 psia

Nozzle Entrance Pressure 0-750 psg/!0-10 p3,ig

ThruLt 0-1000 lb1

Oxidizer Flowrate 2. 7-27 gprn/0. 7-3. 8 gpm

Accele ration O- 3 0 g

'rCA Case S1kin Temperature 0-3000°F

SNzzle Skin TernprAture 0-300OF

Oxidizer " ', raptur o -26 t. 150°F

Oxt [.'L J1UFED SYSTEM.{

Cavitating Venturi Pressure O-1'0 1 pv.5

Aeration Line Pressare 0.1000 plig*h/O-sOo •

L-iditer Tank Pressure i. 2000 psig

Valve Position Voltage O0Zo VDC

ALTITUDE TEST CIIAMFER

Altitude Presure 0-15 psia lO.! ;)Il

UN CLASSIMlUO



the digital data acquisition systern was 0. 003 sec. The unusual le-ngth of

the tests renuired a special operating sequence to avoid runn-ing out of mag-

netic tape. During long teqts, the fi rst 10 seconds during bcoost, 13 3ecor.A1

covering boost-to- sustain transition and tK- last 10 secontds of the test were

sampled continuously. Other peortions3 of the tezits %ver9 iarrnpled at 4. 5-

second intervals with each s.pigpprýCod la'-5ting '). 5 second. Fuel flewv

rates calculatedl frorn total rneas~i rtd TCA Wrloss and rouzle throat

erosion rates estimated fr )m total change in .. hircat d~arreter %vere i,.er-

ag~ed linearly with test tirne. When thrct~lng, 'jccurrcd, fucl flow- rate

restirnltes were made frenm previous dlata ard the ov'eraill weight !esq.

Throat area wLis cons~duroed constant during sustain ope-atc.un. OI.dizer

flow rates wure correct.*-i for dienijty changes ba qed on tcmrpe ratiires incas-

ure.d in zzlik -xiflitur ruri ir~e. Uqtihllv.,, ox.idiizer irun huie and o--xidizer tank

t4-rnpvratutlir agreed well entugli that vi~hwr valuje t mId have been used.

C. YLI(J(l' - WE:IGHT C 1r It !ICATIGo:,

1.Alt it ido Pe rtfml rnt.ev

(U) 1rhe. ertifi. .tti,on to !4n %crifiod .1;a ilti~te,v pe-rt*,rri.nk v of

~.pA i'!'T, f, r req'h~red ta. v i 1'ro (J A ii r*lr n

* ,. ., .4~ t~ l.,': *n~~a.r to .. *l t- ni~ 1. ala ite livilArn

a- rt .' I . a .,ti tor r ;) r~ - aq , . ,. .~ r l i r pr i %iaare, hiro dit. , 3,11
t , rrn tar P pro st. u r o *f k .- to iteivas ~r t. I i uI .' U l 'll' thillro n0/l anit

.4c "1.01. leni ý; si a *. aut vi a t (t'- s r , i i m- o t i? .' x I l, I r ' j v I i f Ii . I" tj '

i l..t , , -i vii v.' , ' It~ . at ,fnitt ra ' , t . " t a rt % al I o- ar4w t i 14 val.a mI t . ý a %l

1 ti.' a,~ite& ho, i %~;ati) -. aI' v a' nr *aair~tu- fteattar, .j-. 'ihar to) It

U ?l C I. A 405 I F IED



TABLE IMl. FLIGHT CERTIFICATION TEST EN'STRUITMNTATION

Parameter Transducer Range

Chamber Pressure 0 to 1000 psig

Injector Pressure 0 to 1000 psig

Thrust 0 to 1000 lbf

Acceleration 0 to 30g

Nozzle Temperature 0 to 3000OF

GNz Tank Temperature -300 to +160°F

Oxidizer Tank Temperature -300 to +160°F

GN 2 Tank Pressure 0 to 4000 psig

Nozzle Exit Pressure 0 to 5 psia

GN 2 Regulator Pressure 0 to 1000 psig

TCA Case Skin Temperature 0 to 3000OF

Altitude Cell Preqtsure 0 to 15 psia (high)/0 to 2 psia (lVw.'

certification test systems, This valve was installed s'ýparately by UTC

only on the propulsion systems sent to the AFRPL. It provided for over-

board oxidizer dump in cav3 of emergency to avuid damaging the altitude

test facility. However, this valve was never used. Thrust was measured

and corrected as in the heavyweight TCA tests. Altitude chamber, difftusevr

and altitude facility parameters rerrained the same with the exceptior, of

two additional nozzle exit pressure transducers. Thrust and chamber

pressure were the otly perforrmance parameters measured dir ctly during

each test. The values reported represent an average over five samples

on each eide of the time slice. This sampling nieth ,d was not completely

satisfactory. Figure 14 showb the chamber pressure printr-d from the

complete digital data for part of a typical firing. Durifrg any timee slice it

U A-
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was possible to get 10 values lying on a high or low pea.k. Therefore, the

final performance data may be misleading if it is assumed that each nurber

represerts an accurate mean value. Actually the number may be too high

or too low. Throat erosion was considered to occur only during boost

pbase and begin after an initial period of time for the 70, 000- and 80, 000-ft

missions. TIhis delay ti.ne for erosion was based upon a noticeable drop in

chamber pre3oure normally seen after 30 aec to 50 sec of run time. For

the 50, 000-ft mnissions, erosion of the throat began only after a 175-sec

time delay.

"57 2. Oxidizer and Fuel Flow Estimates

(U) Neither oxidizer nor fuel flow rates could be measured directly

for iise in calculating Isp and C*. Each flight-weight feed system was cali-

brated wih water after the certif:cation testi, ano oxidizer flow rates were

estimated based upon the experiL-aental ob.ervatiun that the ratio of Pow

rate 1to injector pr:•ssure was constant for a given oxidixer tank pressure

(see Appeiadix B). Using a surface mapping routine, oxidizer flows were

estimated by interpolat:cn of the watcr-flow data nsing the density rat"o

between \eater and the MON-25 oxidizer. Fuoel flow rates were predicted

with a theoretical hybrid coinbusion program using the estimated oxidizer

flow rates and measured chamber pressures (see Appendix C). The oxi-

dizer and fuvi flow rates were then fed into the final Performance Program,

and a complete perfornmanc•, analysis of each certification test was made

and compared with predicted theoretical performance at the existing con-

ditions.

3. Environmental Stora.e

(U) Environmental storage conditions were aimulated during a

number of tests. Temperat.urom were monitored at the air Inlet and outlirt

to the coc(tron surrolunding the p ropxJ nion sy stem and on the mo'or Case.

These pJ.•irieterc were recor••ed to:ti nuotucly for 1j to 4% hivr s on L&N

strip charts. Suffici•,,nt tCivi, at least 10 hours, was provided at constAmt

tcrriperature to allow the complid- hybrid propulsion systexn to rent h a

3L 6
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uniform temperature, One propulsion system vas stored outlside, and

exposed to the elamenta on a 24-hour basis for 2 weeks.

4. Vibration

(U) The vibration tests to verify struct-ural iit'grity were con-

ducted at the NASA Edwards AFB facility operate," by JP[L. These te3ts

were used to determine detrimental effects that might be encountered

during transportation, normal handling operations and launch or flight

environments. Appendix D presents a summary of the rc'-ultq of these

tests. Dummy rnasses simulating the flight transducers were atta-hed to

the propulsion systems bcfore delivery to JPL.

- 5. Flight Test Data Reduction

(U) Data from the flight demonstration tests were recorded on

magnetic tane as PDM/FM analogue data. The complete data reduction

process was conducted at the ATFPPL computer facility and required a

modification of the then. existing capability. Two separate programs to

convert analogue to digital units had to be written for the SDS-19tl corn-

purter system. These programs convertedranalogue to cigital ouutt, (A l'-

brated the d;ata, and produced engineering units on d .gital tape. "I1! e d, it

tape was run or: the IBM 7040 and printed out. This pnrxto•it s. rvnd aI. tte

Goneral Dhata Prograin rcsults. These resiifts were di .itribiit d to all

un mber i of the program team for maly!yis and ciuti tiy.

317
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SECTION IV

TEST RESULTS

A. HEAVYWEIGHT TCA

(U) The theoretical shifting equilibrium performance for the propellant

combination MON-25/Plexiglas-10%Mg is shown in Figures 15 and 16 as a

function of mixture ratio (O/F). Three chamber pressures are presented

to cover the engine operating regime and provide a comparison with other

known propellant combinations. The hybrid engine (TCA) operated over a

chamber pressure range of 50 psia to 600 psia during heavyweight testing.

The theoretical curves show the performance in both these regimes of

operation. The performance at a chamber pressure of 1000 psia is pre-

sented for a standard comparison of theoretical p,•rforrnance expanded

optimumly to sea-level altitude. The maximuim specific impulse occurs

at an O/F ratio of 1.75 for a chamber pressure of 1000 poia. On the hi.h

side of the optimum O/F for each pressure, the specific impulse drops off

slowly. Since throttling (decreasing thrust) involves a drop in chamber

pressure and a more fuel-rich shift in mixture ratio (hybrid throttling was

accomplished by decreasing the oxidizer flow rate,, the theoretical down-

ward shift in optimum O/F ratio for lower chamber pressures is advan-

tageous, and the hybrid 'engine may be desigred to operate near rma),,rnum

Isp at both high and low pressures by Judicious choice of design O/F ratio

at maximumrr thr.uit. The characteristic velocity in Figure 16 does not have

as large a shift in optimum O/F for decreasing chamber pressure as does

the specific impulse and. for O/F values below about 1. 5, channier pres.

sure has very litt]e effect upon characterietic velocity,

(U) Figure 17 compares the theoretical shifting lop of MON-Z5 and$

- Plexiglao loaded with 219, 10%. anid Ž0% by weight maxgnesiurm powder.

These three cornbinations were te, ed during the heavywe~ght TCA eftort.

The effect of decreasing nietal h Auug in the fuel grain was to shift the

optimum perforrnmaice 0/F to higher values with a very slight mnwlnunr

UNCLASSIf IU
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performance increase. In the lowei 0/F ran;e, the increased metal

loading provides a performance advantage. Te,3t results presaented later

in this section show that better combustion charar:teristics were obtained

with 1kwer metal loading.

(U) A summary of tests conducted during tnie heavyweight TCA effort

Is presented in Table IV. A total of 32 firings were conductod with Utie

hybrid engine. Five of these tests were un;uccesaful. During thi.s portiorn

of testing, the boost phase (rnaximumn O/F, thrust and texrnperiture) and the

90, 000-ft mni3sion phase (minimumn 01'F, thrust and temp~r'tii-e) were

considered the extremes of operating conditions subject to investigation.

Most of the heavyweight tests were conducted in these two regmncs for

this reason. After the contractor encountered difficulties in the intermedi-

ate operating regime of the 50, 000-ft mission, the testing effort was altered

in an attempt to furnish data that might be of asqistarce in contractor

attempts to modify the TCA configuration to meet mission requirements.

Boost-phase operation presented an extreme test of hardware durability

because erosion of the graphite throat was severe in the presence of a

high temperature oxidizing atmosphere, and ignition could have been

difficult due to fuel grain surface flooding by excess oxidizer. In the low

regime of operation, hardware durability was less of a problem, and the

combustion mechanism of the solid fuel became more important here

where subsurface melting and charring co-]d severely affect hybrid rocket

performance.

(U) Testing with the first fuel grain began I December 1966 and

included the first four tests. No ignition occurred on the first test bet:ause

stray voltage in the electricol circuitry causad premature firing of the

igniter. The second attempt gave Ignition at ambient (13. 2 pnia) pressure

Using the diffuser system alone (no ejectors), test chamber altittue

increase.d slowly to 15, 000 ft (8.30 pia&). Presumably, had thr. tes, run

longer, the diffuser would have eventually dropped altitude cell pressure

down (.lose to 50, 000 ft equivalent (1. 74 psia) as draigned. The d;#ta fo r

4N
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the second test were corrected to 60, 000 ft, for comparison with tests -

t hree and four. The third test was a firing with the heavyweight TCA

conditioned to 165 0 F. Both tests 3 and 4 were ignited at an approx:imate

altitude of 50, 000 ft. The ignition sequence was programmed with a 200-

millisecond oxidizer propellant valve opening lead before igniter fire signal.

(U) Tests 2, 3, and 4 evaluated a Spear Carbon nozzle throat insert

under maximum oxidizer flow conditions. As the data show, the nozzle

eroded badly. These results eliminated high-density graphite as a nozzle

throat candidate, and UTC selected pyrolytic graphite after these tests.

j..X'iPostfire examination of the TCA after these tests revealed a number of

unexpected results. Trapped in the combustion chamber wcre a number of

large rock-like objects, small grey flakes, and fine black flakes (potato

chips) as illustrated in Figure' 18. Analysis of this material revealed its

composition (Table V) and the fact that the rocks were hollow, containing

* small spheres of pure metal. These types of residue were seen throughout

the testing program at the AFRPL. The quantity of each typ.- ý-,f material

seemed to depend upon the magnesium loading in the fuel gral.- and the

* oxidizer mass flux through the fuel grain port.

(U) The second fuel grain was utilized for minimum oxidizer flow

rate tests to evaluate performance at low pressure in tests 5 through 8.

Test number 5 was set for ignition at the minimum cperational temperature

of -65 0 F. A larger initiator with a higher heat output was used, Holex 2074,

to insure ignition of the solid igniter charge at this low temperature, but

ignition did not occur. A check of the hardware showed that the igniter

had fired successfully and oxidizer flowed correctly into the chamber.

However, Oiere was a large amount of ice collected along the combustion

chamber wills due to condensed water vapor. This ice probably prevented

normal ignition because ignition occurred successfully with the warm grain

in tests 6 through 8. The tests with the second fuel grain also utilized a
Spear Carbon nozzle insert, and no erosion occurred. In fact, a slight

decrease in nozzle area occurred du. to a deposit in the throat. All of

45
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TABLE V. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF FUEL DEBRIS AFTER

TESTS I AND 2

Red Crystals

Major: Iron and Magnesium

Minor: Aluminum, Silicon, Nickel, Manganese

Large Rock

Major: Black Mater-ial, Silver, Magnesium, Aluminum, Silicon

Minor: Iron, Copper, Nickel, Manganese, Chromium

The rock was broken anl fou,,d to bc hollow. It contained small ...

spheres of pure.metal.

Major: Magnesium, Silver

Minor: Aluminum

Grey Flakes

Major: Silver, Magnesium

Minor: Iron, Copper, Nickel Manganese, Chromium, Aluminum

Silicon

Fine Black Flakes

Major: Silicon, Magnesium, Aluminum

Minor: Iron, Copper, Nickel, Chromium, Silicon

47
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these low oxidizer flow tests produced a large amount of residue in the

thrust chamber. This material, designated "potato chips, " was the same

type of black flakes, only larger, seen in previous testing. Figure 19

shows the chips in the combustion chamber, as seen from the aft end, after

removal of the nozzle assembly following test number 7. The chips were . .

collected and weighed. Although the chips were large volumetrically, they

weighed only 13 ounce-. These chips represent the accumulation from only

one firing because the TCA was disassembled and the residue dumped out

after eaca- test. Presumably, this amount would be increased significantly

with longer duration:. Figure 20 shows the second fuel grain after tests 5

through 8. Note that burnthrough of the fuel grain occurred approximately

.midway down the length of the grain (forward half of the grain is on right).

This picture also shows the RTV-11 insulation on the outside of the grain.

It was also noted after each test that the fuel grain sagged vertically. In

Figure 19, note the gap between the grain and case at the top and the rip-

pled effect of the insulation. Evidently, the fuel grain was heated enough

during firing to allow it to creep. This probably occurred after shutdown

when the thermal soak-through to the case was maximum.

(U) The next eight tests, 9 through 16, were conducted at ambient

pressure of 13. 2 psia with a nozzle expansion of 7. A special diffuser

arrangement was used for these tests, as previously described in Section II,

and photographic and closed-circuit television coverage was used for obser-

vation of the exhaust plume during firing*. The third fuel grain was used

for tests, and very little erosion was observed. For smoother starts,

oxidizer prop-valve lead time over the igniter firing was increased to

0. 5 second. The first two tests, 9 and 10, resulted in a cleanly burned

fuel grain like that observed in tests 2 through 4. Test I I produced the

usual potato chips.

(U) The fourth grain was loaded with 2 percent by weight magnesium,

the 2 percent magnesium being Just sufficient to make the Plexiglas opaque

and prevent subsurface melting ox other problems associated with a

4,K UNCLASSIFIED
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Figulre 20. Fuel Grain No., 2 After Tests 5 Through 8
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transparent fuel. Four tests, 12 through 15, were conducted with this

grain to compare performance and combistion characteristics with the

previous 10 percent magnesium loaded fiels. All tests were now being

conducted with the pvrolytic graphite (PG) insert and showed considerably

reduced nozzle erosion. The first 2 percent test showed a strange ripple

effect on the aft end of the fuel grain after tests 12 and 13, as shown in

Figure 21. Also, the fuel burned very cleanly with no residual material

left in the combustion chamber. Observations of exhaust plume pictures

showed a much cleaner, transparent flame than observed with the 10 per-

cent fuel. Tests 12 and 13 also showed more rapid regression of the Wuel

at the head end. So rapid, in fact, that the fuel port diameter exceeded

the diameter of the head end forward insulation. An asbestos ring was cut

to protect the forward closure out to a larger port diameter and sufficed

well for the third and fourth tests, numbers 14 and 15. The injector from

test number 12, although scorched cn the outside, was cleaned and found

to be reusable.

(U) The fifth fuel grain containing 20 percent by weight magnesium was

used for two tests, number 16 at ambient and number 17, a 50, 000 to

80, 000-lb-thrust duty cycle (this was the first throttling test). The com-

bustion of the 20 percent fuel was very dirty. Observation of the exhaust

plume showed a thick, hea-vy smoke being ejected from the engine. Also,

many brightly flaming particles spiraled outward from the exhaust plume.

No potato chips were observed. Irstead, the grain had seemed to flow, It

appeared to have oozed, as if extruded under pressure. After test 16,

inspection revealed a relatively clean combustion chamber. However,

after test 17, the nozzle was definitely plugged by extruding material. This

plug could not be removed after the test. Note that thrust, but not duration,

met requirements. This test also provided data for nozzle exit temperature

effects on the heat shield. The Beech Aircraft Company designed an alum-

inum boattail extension surrounding the exhaust nozzle exit. Temperature

rreasurement-. during a test were requested to determine whether or not

insulation would be required to protect the interior of the boattail extension.

51
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Figure 21 . Fuel Surfatce Ripple, Aft End of TCA After Testa 12 a.nd 113
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Thermocouples were installed on a simulated boattail extension, as shown

in Figure 22. The temperatures, measured during test 17, are shown in

Figure 23 and resulted in the use of insulation.

(U) A comparison of the 2%, 10%, and 20% magnesium (Mg) loaded

fuel behavior can be made from the first 17 tests. During high-thrust

tests, the 2% fuel grain burned most cleanly but with rippled markings.

Fuel grain color after firing contained a definite reddish tint. The 10%

Mg fuel grain, greyish in color, burned cleanly with high oxidizer flows.

The 20% Mg grain burned poorly, producing a sooty flame, ejection of ash,

and extruded flow of grain material which plugged the nozzle. A compari-

son of thrust levels and chamber pressure for nearly identical oxidizer

flow rates was impossible because of the inconsistency of the data. Even

with the same fuel grain at constant oxidizer flow, the tests did not show

repeatability of measured data. Inspection of the fuel grains after testr-

revealed that during the shutdown and cooling-off period the more volatile

components of the fuel were being vaporized off in a heat penetration region

near the surface. Thus, after the first test with each fuel grain, the fuel

surface was chemically different at the start of the next test. A thermal

analysis by UTC showed that below a regression rate of 0. 004 inch/sec the

thermal profile penetration rate into a pure Plexiglas was so much more

rapid than the regression rate that subsurface melting and flowing of the

fuel was probable.

(U) The addition of Mg metal should increase the thermal soak rate

and the fuel regression rate simultaneously (Reference 4). A comparison

of average-weight-loss rate for tests 13 and 10, which were run at almost

identical oxidizer flow rates and after very similar previous firing his-

tories for each grain, should reveal the average regression rate trend as

a function of metal loading. This indicated a 20% increase 4n average

regression rate for the 10% Mg grain over the 2% Mg grain. Unfortunately,
no similar comparison was available for the 20% Mg fuel, but the test
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results definitely show that the thermal heat-soak rate drastically exceeded

the regression rate with this fuel as evidenced by the fuel flowing observed

in test 17.

(U) Test number 18 was an 80,000-ft duty cycle test with the booat

thrust corrected to 50, 000 feet and the sustain thrust corrected to 80, 000

feet. This was the first test with boost followed by a full-length sustain.

This test subjected engine hardware to actual mission conditions for the

first time. The thrust levels were sufficient to have flown an actual mis-

sile for the measured duration. However, the measured nozzle erosion --

rate was higher than expected from previous experience with the pyrolytic .

insert, but extended boost operation could have caused this. It was assumed

for this test that all erosion occurred during boost phase only. During this

test, the heat generated at the aft end of the combustion chamber was great

enough to cause the graphite mixer to break. Otherwise, the TCA com-

ponents showed no unusual effects. Figure 24 shows the fuel grain and the

portions where burnthough occurred (the head end is on the floor) in the

first, second, and third billets.

(U) Test number 19 was similar to 18 except the shorter boost duration

caused less noticeable heat effects and the sustain time was longer. This

was also the first test during which thrust was calibrated at altitude (see

Appendix F). Note the lower nozzle erosion rate, primarily 6 ecause of ...

lower oxidizer flow rate during boost. However, as in test 18, the fuel

grain burned through in the second and third billets.

(U) At this point in the heavyweight testing, the flight-weight oxidizer

feed system was mated with the heavyweight TCA in order to measure the

system performance of the proposed propulsion system configuration at

altitude. Although the heavyweight TCA was used, the internal configura-

tion was identical to that proposed for flight-weight TCA used by the con-

tractor at that time. The first three attempts (tests Z0 through 22) to test

with the flight-weight system gave no ignition because the combination
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nitrogen start valve and oxidizer tank regulator failed to function properly

(see Figure 7). The ignition sequence timing was set for oxidizer start

valve firing 2 seconds after nitrogen valve firing and followed by igniter

fire signal 0. 3 second later. Both tests 23 and 24 delivered ample thrust

levels to meet program requirements, but test durations fell below mini-

mum time limits. These tests also utilized a newly developed AFRPL

injector, which improved the fuel port profile by making regression more

uniform along the fuel grain length. This injector had a larger hollow cone

spray angle than the previous UTC injector, and a higher oxidizer injection -

velocity. This injector was used exclusively in the remaining tests because

of its desirable effects. Again, as in tests 18 and 19, a higher nozzle

erosion rate occurred in test 24 with the longer boost time. This indicated

that most nozzle erosion occurred during the 60- to 94-sec boost-phase

ti.ne period.

(U) Tests 25 and 26 were an attempt to compare performance of 2%/9

and 10%9 fuel grains using the facility oxidizer feed system, heavyweight

TCA, and the AFRPL injector. Although the boost flow rates differed,

note that the sustain thrust levels and chamber pressures were almost the

same for nearly identical flow rates. The 10%6 fuel caused a heating effect

on the forward closure insulation. This problem, along with the phenome-

non of the head end grain port diameter alm',ost exceeding the insulation

diameter, occurred previously, using the AFP.PL injector.- Measurements

consistently confirmed that the exhaust nozzle exit did not suffer erosion

during any tests.

(U) Tests 28, 3V, and 32 were designed to measure the insulating

qualities of asbestos, graphite tape and silica phenolic as case insulation. -

For test 28, a fuel grain was assembled from 10% Mg fuel billets left from - -

previous testing. It was wrapped with a 1/4-inch sleeve of asbestos and

fired at a low thrust level in an attempt to get an even burnout of the fuel

ovet a large area to better observe the effect on the insulator. Since

asbestos had been used successfully at the head end, it was hoped that it
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would do well around the grain. The results were comparable with the

RTV-11. For tests 31 and 32, a graphite tape on 10% and 274 fuel grain

was used to compare insulation qualities after fuel burnout. Of the three

materials, the graphite tape was the poorest, probably because it was so

easily oxidized by N2 0 4 .

(U) Tests 101 and 102 were conducted with Inhibited Red Fuming Nitric

Acid (IRFNA) as the oxidizer. It was anticipated at this time that this oxi-

dizer might be substituted for MON-25 during flight testing. These two

tests were conducted to compare IRFNA/PMM-10 performance with MON-

25/PMM--10. The flight-weight oxidizer system was used with the heavy-

weight TCA. Timing for ignition sequence was as previously described.

The tests were planned to be throttled duty cycles with maximum and

minimum oxidizer flow rates to evaluate performance at both extremes.

The dial-a-thrust valve setting was comparable with the 90, 000-ft thrust

level with MON-25. In both tests, the combustion process extinquished

after throttling occurred. It appeared in postfire analysis that particle

contaminants in the IRFNA had plugged the dial-a-thrust valve orifice.

Examination of the oxidizer system and transfer lines used to fill the

oxidizer tank revealed a coating of fine white powder on the inside of the. . .......

liner. This powder was found to have built up around the valve orifice.

The fuel grains used for these tests were rebuilt from scrap 10% fuel

material, and weight loss during the tests was not measured. Burning of

the fuel visually appeared similar to that observed with MON-25.

(U) Throughout the heavyweight testing phase, certain tests were con-

ducted to evaluate various system components and their effects upon system

operation. The contractor was plagued with a problem of getting the com-

bination nitrogen s.art valve/regulator to function properly, and both the

Beech Company and AFATL were worried about an in-line 10-micron

nitrogen filter. A cold-flow test was conducted with a flight-weight Thor

regulator meeting the system operational requirements to evaluate possible

5,
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performance losses due to condensation of ice on the filter. The test

indicated that, with proper precautions to avoid water contamination of the

system, no icing problems would result.

(U) Beginning with test 19, obtaining more accurate thrust measure-

ments became a serious problem. The inconsisterncies and lack of repeata-

bility of engine performance indicated errors in measurement. All instru-

mentation was checked for accuracy, and during tests 19 and 21, thrust

calibrations were conducted for the first time at ambient pressure and at

altitude to evaluate dual-bridge load-cell accuracy over a large variation

in pressure. The results of the calibration for tests 19 and 21 are tabulated

in Table VL These data showed deviations and lack of repeatability in thrust

calibration at altitude. Laboratory checks of the load cell confirmed this

-and also showed that the transducer had been damaged by operation at alti-

tude. Several different load cells had been used up to this point in time and ..

all showed similar defects. Tests 29 and 30 furnished accurate thrust

TABLE VI. LOAD-CELL ALTITUDE CALBIRATION, TEST 19

- Applied Load (lb.) Measured Thrust (lb,)** Altitude

Bridge A Bridge B

600 598.6 598.7 Ambient*

600 608. 3 608.3 51, 000 ft (1. 7 psia)

TEST 21

600 593.4 593.9 Ambient*

600 592.1 592.7 go, 000 ft

0 -2.5 -2.8 50, 000 ft

*Approxmlnately 13. 2 psia

**Ormond, Xnc. Model WCL-FF-35-CD-IK-2193 load cell (Serial No. 2111)
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deviation data at'altitude and thrust response time to rapid changes in

altitude. This was done by modifying the load cell, Transducer, Inc.

Model RCL-FF34-CD-600-7309 (Serial No. 4053), used. The load cell

cylinder was vented to test cell pressure by drilling a No. 31 drill (0. 120

inch) hole into the load cell cylinder chamber. There was no noticeable

deviation in thrust between ambient and altitude for the modified load cell.

Because the venting process required a certain amount of time for adjust-

ment to altitude, temporary deviations of thrust were experienced during

transient altitude conditions, as described in Appendix F, before return to

normal calibr-a1tion limits. Therefore, engine ignition was started at an

altitude exi mcted to yield steady state operation, but a slight deviation in -:-

thrust due to the unbalanced pressure in the load cell immediately following

throttling must be assumed.

(U) A test was run with three fuel samples to evaluate the effect of

165°F temperature soak. This test was designed to measure any change in

fuel characteristics by weight loss. The samples were weighed before the

test at 70OF and following 24 hours exposure to 165OF in ar. Lven. The

results show that the samples lost an average of only 3 percent of their

original weight. This could have been due to vaporization of volatile sub-

stances in the Plexiglas binder. Further investigation is required to

determine the complete effect of 165°F temperature soak upon the fuel.

B. FLIGHT CERTIFICATION TESTS

1. Vibration Tests

(U) The vibration tests were conducted in the JPL vibration fa-

cility at Edwards AFB, as described in Appendix D. Initially, these tests

were designed to determine any detrimental effects on structural integrity

that might be encountered during transportation, normal handling operation,

captive flight, and launch environmenti, but the complete testing program

was not accomplished. It was immediately obvious during checkout tests

at low "g" loadings that the propulsion system would never withstand the
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full itg", loading planned at the various resonance frequencies. In fact, the

vibration requirements were determined to be unrealistic. It was also

decided that the propulsion system would never experience such extreme

conditions and that the configuration being tested was not representative of

the assembled missile configuration. As a missile component, the vibra-

tion requirements should have been derived separately for the propulsion

system. The main results of the vibration tests were the addition of clamps

and pads to the oxidizer and nitrogen plumbing to eliminate high-frequency

oscillations (buzzing). These minor modifications were very effective, and

each flight-weight missile at Eglin AFB was modified similarly. Figure 25

shows the position of an additional clamp to the oxidizer line in the raceway

before entering the section between the oxidizer tank and the TCA. Fig-

ure 26 shows an added clamp to the oxidizer line between the oxidizer tank

and the TCA.

-9 2. Flight Certification Firings

(U) The certification test conditions are shown in Table VIL This

testing phase included two 50, 000-ft duty cycles, two 70, 000-ft duty cycles

and four 80, 000-ft duty cycles. Four 80, 000-ft duty cycles were conducted

because they involved longer boost phases. It was thought that this would

provide more information on boost-phase performance when coupled with

the 70, 000-ft boost-phase data. All testing was conducted at 70°F because

there were not enough tests to adequately evaluate the temperature effect,

and limited analyses indicated that flight-demonstration-use temperatures

would not exceed this value. However, the flight-weight propulsion system

was thoroughly evaluated over a large range of storage conditions.

(U) The results of the flight certification tests are summarized

in Table VIII. The tabulated data are average or mean values for two or

more tests of each mission type. The duration of boost-mode operation

for each mission was different than originally planned, and reflected more

accurate last-minute mission analyses for the flight demonstrations. The

test results indicated that delivered boost thrust and 50, 000-ft missionJ
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TABLE VIL CERTIFICATION TEST CONDITIONS

Temperature Simulated
Test No. Hi,;tory Duty Cycle

IF Cycle (10 Hours 2t 165 0 F, 80, 000 ft
10 Hours at -65 0 F, 10 Hours
at 70 0 F)

2F 24 Hours at 70°F 80, 000 ft

3F 15 Hours at 165°F and 90% 70, 000 ft
Humid, 10 Hours at 70OF

4F Cycle (8 Hours at 165 0 F, 50, 000 ft
12 Hours at -65 0 F, 10 Hours
at 70 0 F)

5F 24 Hours at 70°F 70, 000 ft

6F 24 Hours at 70°F 50, 000 ft

7F 24 Hours at 70'F 80, 000 ft

8F 24 Hours at 70OF 80, 000 ft

sustain thrust levels were compa.rable with the UTC predictions based upon

sea-level tests. However, the 70, 000-ft and 80, 000-ft mission sustain

thrust levels were lower than anticipatted by UTC, but analyses by Beech

Aircraft Company predicted that the demonstration missions could still be

successfully flown.

(U) The certification test data presented in the following pa ragraphs

include engine thrust corrected for diffuser pressuire differentials and

corrected to mission altitude (Appendix G), chamber pressure, delivered

spec ific imptilse and spec ific impulse effic ienc y bhamed spon t correc ted

thrust, estimated Instantaneous oxidizer flow rates (Appendix MI). and pre-

di( ted instantaneous fuel flow rates (Appendix C) as ftint tlons of engine

burn time for each mission type.
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a. 50, 000-ft Missions (Runs 4F and 6F)

(U) Figure 27 compares the regulated oxidizer tank pressure

histories for Runs 4F and 6F. Similar trends are shown, but 6F consist-

ently ran lower in tank pressure.

(U) Run 4F: Figures 28 through 30 show the observed and
estimated results for this run. The 5-sec preprogrammed boost duration

. barely allowed time for the propulsion system to approacb full boost thrust
before throttling down. The chamber pressure and thrust traces (Figure 28)

indicate rising pressure and thrust due to progressive nozzle throat shrink-

age from thermal soak up to 160 sec. Figure 27 indicates that oxidizer tank

pressure began decaying at about 160 sec and this in reflected by dropping

thrust, pressure, and oxidizer flow rate (Figure 29).

(U) Run 6F: Figures 31 through 33 depict the results of this

run. Sustain chamber pressure and thrust are lower than for run 4F due to

lower oxidizer tank pressure. Again, nozzle throat shrinkage drives thrust

and pressure upward until about 160 sec, but in this case, oxidizer tank

pressure held reasonably constant until 180 sec. The increasing thrust and

decreasing pressure trends observed beyond 160 sec are due to nozzle throat

erosion gradually reversing the previous decreasing throat area trend. This

is evidenced by increasing oxidizer flow rates after 180 sec (Figure 32)

despite decaying oxidizer tank pressure after that time. Increasing oxidizer

flow rates maintain thrust through mass addition even though chamber is

dropping.

(U) Run 6F was 25 sec longer than run 4F. This added dura-

tion is attributed to generally lower tank pressures and flow rates for run

6F.

I.
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"b. 70, 000-ft Missions (Runs 3F and 5F)

(U) Figure 34 compares the oxidizer tank pressure histories

for these runs. A wide dispersion in tank pressure regulator performance

can be observed. Run 3F consistently indicated 20 to 30 psi greater pres-

sure than run 5F.

-"• (U) Run 3F: Figures 35 through 37 show these resulte. The

67-sec preprogrammed boost time allows observation of boost performance

characteristics from this run. No significant nozzle throat shrinkage

effects are noted in boost before nozzle erosion is evidenced by dropping

chamber pressure at 30 sec. Thrust is held almost constant by increased

oxidizer flow despite constantly dropping chamber pressure. As seen in

Figure 36, oxidizer flow rates are much more sensitive to chamber pres-

sure iB boost phase than in sustain (see Figure 3Z).

(U) During boost-phase operation, oxidizer flow is metered

mainly by injector pressure drop, because the parallel dial-a-thrust sus-

tain valve represents a much greater resistance path. A typical boost-

phase injector pressure drop was 250 psi, and during severe nozzle erosion

this rose as high as 400 psi, an increase of 60 percent. Typical water-flow

pressure drops for a dial-a-thrust sustain valve are shown in Figure 38 for

various mission categories. Values of about 550 psi characterize 70, 00-ft

missions. Further, flow rate is not very sensitive to pressure drop across

the sustain valve at any setting, as shown in Figure 39. Hence, nozzle

throat erosion drastically increased oxidizer flow rates during boost. High

nozzle erosion rates during boost are attributed to normally high O/F ratlo

operation at high pressures. This is a self -aggravating situation with a

blow-down type oxidizer feed system, because chamber pressure decay

results in even higher O/F operation.

(U) Sustain-phase operation exhibits almost constant pressure

and thrust with an indication of increasing throat erosion rate after 310 sec

as evidenced by increasing thrust and oxidizer flow rate.

7S
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S(U) Run SF: Figures 40, 41 and 42 present these results.

The lower oxidizer tank pressures observed for this run resulted in lower

average O/F ratio during boost phase. However, the nozzle apparently

eroded at a higher rate during boost for run 5F than for run 3F, despite

the higher O/F ratios experienced in the latter case. Greater nozzle

erosion in boost resulted in lower sustain chamber pressure and higher

sustain oxidizer flow rates and O/F ratio for run 5F. This caused signif-

icant nozzle erosion after 180 sec as evidenced by r'aing oxidizer flow

rates and decaying chamber pressure. Further, the higher sustain oxidizer

flow rates caused oxidizer depletion 30 seconds earlier for this run. These

observations identify TCA nozzle behavior as the primary factor deter-

mining resultant propulsion system performance.

c. 80,000-ft Missions (Runs IF, ZF, 7F and 8F)

(U) Figure 43 compares the oxidizer tank pressure histories

of these runs. This duty cycle exhibited the widest dispersion of tank

pressure regulator performance with pressure variations up to 90 psi

between tests. With the exception of run 8F, run duration appeared to

vary inversely with oxidizer tank pressure.

(U) Run IF: Figures 44 through 46 depict the results for this

run. Initial tank pressure for this run was the lowest of all the 80. 000-ft

mission rti is, and average O/F during boost was also the lowest. This

apparently reduced initial nozzle erosion to the point where some throat

shrinkage effects can be noted from 30 to 60 seconds with throat erosion

reversing the trend thereafter (Figure 44). The oxidize- flow-rate history

verifies this conclusion (Figure 45). The lower tank pressures experi-

enced (with attendant low O/F) reduced chamber pressure decay for this

run to a value lower than that experienced in either of the 70, 000-ft duty

cycles (runs 3F and SF) which had boost durations 40 seconds shorter.

Sustain phase exhibits almost constant pressure and thrust with some

nossle erosion indicated after about 200 seconds.
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-._-_7 (U) Run ZF: Figures 47 and 48 present the results of this

test. Reliable thritst data was not obtained for this run. The chamber

pressure data indicate initial pressure levels comparable with Run IF until

about 20 seconds. Initial oxidizer flow rates and attendant 0/F ratio are

higher than for Run IF because of the slightly higher oxidizer tank pressure

for this run. At about 20 seconds, oxidizer tank pressure began to decay to

levels below that for Run IF for the remainder of the firing. Since the oxi-

dizer flow rates remained almost constant during boost, nozzle erosion,

beginning at about 20 seconds, apparently offset the decaying tank pressure

by dropping chamber pressure. Nozzle erosion was less severe than for

Run IT, however, as evidenced by slightly higher chamber pressure at the

end of boost. Sustain phase indicates relatively constant pressure with

come additional nozzle erosion causing a gradual rise in oxidizer flow rate.

The shorter duration for this run is attributed to the higher oxidizer flow

rates experienced as compared to Run IF. The oxidizer flow rate during

sustain phase for this run was high despite lower oxidizer tank pressure

than for Run I1 and lower nozzle throat erosion. This occurrence could

not have been due to improper dial-a-thrust valve setting, because these

settings were double-checked before each test. No explanation other than

malfunction or erroneous calibration of the dial-a-thrust valve has been

found for this behavior.

AA (U) AMIM Figures 49 through 51 depict these results. As

indicated in Figure 43, this run experienced the highest boost-phase oxi-

diser tank pressure of the 80, 000-ft mission tests. The thrust and cham.

ber pressure history (Figure 49) shows severe nozzle erosion starting

almost immediately. This was undoubtedly caused by the high initial l/F

due to high oxidiser tank pressure. Increased oxidizer flow rates main-

tained thrust level, but resulted in premature shutdown after only ISC jec.

This run identified the oxidizer tank pressure regulator as the second most

critical propulsion system component in achieving reproducible perform.

ance.
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(U) Run BF: Figures 52 through 54 present these results. The

thrust and chamber pressure trends are very similar to those of Run 7F,

which would be expected,, because this test displayed the second highest

initial oxidizer tank pressure during boost (Figure 43). The slightly lower

initial boost O/F ratios delayed the onset of severe nozzle erosion until

about 20 seconds. The higher oxidizer flow rates accompanying nozzle ero-

sion tended to maintain thrust level, but reduced system burn time to 170

seconds.

d. lsp and Isp Efficiency Data

(U) The Isp and Isp efficiency data reduced from the certifica-

tion tests are presented without specific comments for each test, because

these parameters were based upon assumed nozzle throat area histories

and estimated instantaneous propellant flow rates. Hence, these data are

khe least accurate of those presented. The Isp trends indicated should be

reasonable approximations of engine performance. However, in many cases

khe Isp efficiency plots very closely approach, and in some cases exceed,

theoretical limits. This is due to discrepancies between the assumed nozzle

throat area histories used to calculate the theoretical maximum perform-

ance for each set of test conditions and the actual (unknown) values which

existed. As interpreted from the chamber pressure and thrust data, nozdte

6hroat shrinkage gradually offset by nozzle erosion is evident, but data

reduction for Isp efficiency assumed constant nozzle throat area fox iLdtial

time increments which varied for each test. Obviously, this prccedure

,introduced considerable lop efficiency errors, but the actual throat area

history was irnFossible to obtain.

".e Nozzle and TCA Case Skin Temperatures

(U) Figure 55 depicts the nozzle and TCA case skin tempera.

tures observed during 70. 000-ft mission Run 3F. Similar data was taken

for all of the certification tests, but the 70, 000-ft mission test data gave

the highest readings due to the long duration for this duty cycle. Figure 55

illustrates the maximum temperatures observed during hot firing. Maximum
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It!) The Proptd.lstuf systemn starled normally during Flight Nwn-

two, 1. ekbt%3 was imI.wied a. a ?0. 00-0.11 cruise mission, but missile

..argotoe ' , ortavtro ~itudia4 bW the (light prograrni~er dur-n~g pitchover

so45o &:t.e *a* too .13.4 if &^pu fliftg of the outdxner teed system and

solkoidn' n8.4omfs- like h.,tor.4 TCA S~ftte the gravity -feed-type oxidiaer

teed- *po.tato *** "ar otet vieid~ tui ue rote Ander sero "S" or negative g"

~,Ad~i.,A.*fbe.,e*.. 4 ~,jthie edi4.er tp.ek ojilat would result in shutoff of

. G.,v *ftl . ý A~. CoN, utg ul .9 hibrid T:A. This sequenc~e of

a~~U v%*..4 %a eea,, 0-4 1,# sh. 4ow'o the 7(A and prevent reliable reigni-

t.,,%a .1U eike p~494. ppvsilaPtt. A e*n. Lar sequen e of events with a

* ,s.#o *fg4 .4 bpi.a8pr-,pý;ot.r *i sem might well have resulted

.A 5 o.eD4 to#Iorl ooA3 4.I .. ,. f the ?TiA. This eiaper~ence points out

t*,o Aowe.o io 1*4;-sal i.o~t t # At v t, oIp. .4 hybrtd 'TCA.

T *' -~.'. oft J.1# '* 4 - Piab. ? Press 40`0 hare% Ieraiatiat a of the
~~~#*e 4-rp,, Fiss.~ 4&4S %1' unmbo I uvre very similar to those

, 'F . TaNs *,.slem &**4 6ft %%6' Nmbor Z poratret normally in boost

0-44 *.e.*.o'f; %..so. M-s *VjttoY Capr rioft4 pot higher initial i'xidiser tank

r ewso e eto&Ao s*b..j.t . hatr her pro ssure and thrust levels than any of the

at "M to of3 * *1*"% te0t4.?~4f

WO~ 09.l&toreff 111,0%441 'Crlff. lents (otr the flight test system@ and

**let tott , arts, 14 att tpot a) stems a re 4 ompared in Table IX. These data
%*ere %at. tslott.. tro.n% * hauib.r preseurv a&d thrust data at identical time

o;4 es dafrtrg firring. and &as ane identital TCA nuaatle threat areas for

flight and # Pr~tif ation st oen~. %Snc o the flight test thrust data was esti-

mated freon the ibserved missile acceleration. known missile as ro-dynamnic
drag iharat erisocs. and estimated missile *eight history, the validity of
the (light test thi 49t estimates is 'inkown. flowever, this comparison indi-

catves that about I I percent greater (pF was delivered during Flights Num-
ber I and ) than was observed during comparable certification tests. Since

the # ertification te-sts were not tonductod with a simulated missile boattail
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surrounding the TCA nozzle exit, this thrust increase may be due to nozzle

or boattail base-pressure effects. Only further well-instrumented flight

tests could conclusively evaluate this hypothesis.

TABLE, IX. DELIVERED THRUST COEFFICIENT COMPARISON;

CERTIFICATION VERSUS FLIGHT TEST

*Ct

ri•pa rl son rnc
(Flight T4 st/ Time Slice Cf

:Certifi, ation Test) (sec) fit

1/4F 20 0.88

:2*2 / 7 F0 0.97

3/7F 10 0.89

F

:L: elivvr ,d thriit coefficient; C1  A

Cf I)=.liwv.rud certification thrust coeffic ient based on mission
Int ()rrectId thrust

C fft w Do'liered flight thrust coefficient based on apparent thrust

NOTE: Thr'cat areas assumed equal at comparison time slice

*':N,,Nisy TNI data iasts doubt on estimnated flight thrust levels (Referen'e 3).
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SECTION V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

(U) A total of 30 heavyweight tests were conducted during Phase I.

Twenty-six of these tests were accomplished successfully. Performance

was measured at boost and 90, 000-ft sustain thrust levels (considered the

most critical), over altitudes from ambient (13. 2 psia) to 90, 000 ft, over

magnesium loadings in the fuel of 2%, 10%, and 20%, and over environ-

mental temperature ranges of -65°F to 165 0 F.

(U) Pyrolytic graphite gave the lowest erosion rate as the nozzle

throat material (less than 1 mil/sec) for boost durations up to 97 sec when

compared to a Spear Carbon high-density graphite throat with a rate of 3

to 5 mil/sec.

(U) The effect of increased metal loading was increased fuel regres-

sion rate and lower combustion efficiency. Temperature conditioning of

the fuel only had no noticeable effect on combustion. The stop-start tech-

nique used for this phase of the program definitely had its drawbacks.

During the cooling processes following shutdown of the engine, an undeter-

mined amount of the volatile ftiel binder was vaporized by heat soak into

the grain thus changing the fuel composition at the surface. Subsequent

tests utilizing such grains may have been significantly influenced by past

firing history due to this effect.

(U) Various inasulations other than silica phenolic were evaluated.

These included graphite tape and asbestos, and no significant improvement

was nottced.

(U) Late in the program it was discovered that load cells used to

measure thrust were not designed to operate satisfactorily at altitude. A

series of tests was made to evaluate thrust accuracies using specially

UNCLASSIFIED
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designed instrumentation. The results showed that abrupt, large-magnitude

changes in thrust such as encountered in throttling from boost to sustain

temporarily represented the worst condition for instrumentation.

(U) A test was conducted to measure heating of the aft boattail exten-

sion designed by the Beech Aircraft Company. Results of this test were

used to design an aft heat shield for the airframe.

(U) Various injectors were evaluated and tested. The best performing

injector was a swirling hollow-cone injector of wide angle and high momen-

tum. It caused more uniform fuel regression along the length of the fuel

grain and less recirculation at the head end. Burning also appeared cleaner

with less erosion of head-end 4 .isulating material.

(U) A unique procedure for measuring oxidizer flow rates based on

cold flow of the injector was developed (Appendix B). This method was useu

to allow complete data reduction of engine performance during Phase II.

(U) Heavyweight testing demonstrated the safety and reliability of the

hybrid system and the propellant combination. There were no accidents of

any kind.

(U) The results of the flight-weight certification tests showed consider-

able dispersion of overall propulsion system performance for any given du1ty

cycle, but this did not preclude adequate performance to meet flight demon-

Ltration requirements. The primrnary factor which determined overall system

performance was TCA nozzle response to the oxidizer-rich boost-phase

combustion environment as the boost-phase operating time was varied for

each mission type. The. severity of this environment varied widely for any
rmission'depending upon the performance of the- oxidizer tank pressure

regulator. Improved TCA nozzle durability and oxidizer tank pressure

regulator repeatability 0hould be subjects of future Sandpiper hybrid pro-

pulsion system development programs.

10U aA F
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(U) One certification test displayed unexplainably high oxidizer flow

rates in sustain phase probably attributable to a repeatability problem with

the dial-a-thrust valve. This valve should also be the subject of future

development to improve repeatability and ease of foolproof adjustment in

the field.

(U) Comparison of apparent flight-test thrust levels with those of

comparable certification tests indicates that flight-test thrust coefficients

are higher by about 11 percent. The validity of this observation and the

mechanism, if any, involved should be investigated in future flight tests.

(U) On 12 December 1967, the first hybrid target missile demonstra-

tion vehicle was successfully flown over the Eglin AFB test range at an

altitude of 50, 000 ft. Subsequently, two additional flights (50, 000 and

70, 000 ft) were successfully accomplished. The demonstration vehicle

performed at altitudes up to 78, 000 ft and Mach 2. S and flew under power

for durations approaching S minutes. Together, these flights demonstrated

adequate hybrid propulsion system capability, airframe stability and con-

trol, air-launch capability, and maneuverability. The feasibility of a

high-performance maneuvering target concept employing a low-cost, dial-

a-thrust hybrid rocket engine for propulsion was thus demonstrated by this

program.
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF FLIGHT-TEST RESULTS

(U) On 12 December 1967, the first hybrid target missile demonstration

vehicle was successfully flown over the AFGC, Eglin AFB test range at the

50, 000-ft level. Subsequently, two additional flights (50,000 ft and 70, 000 ft)

were successfully accomplished on 21 January and 25 February 1968. The

demonstration vehicle performed at altitudes up to 77, 000 ft at Mach 2. 51

and flew under power for durations approaching 5 minutes. A summary of

the flight test results is shown in Table A-i. The flight test results have

been reported separately and in more detail in References 2 and 3. Although

each flight was not entirely successful, the three flights together demon-

strated adequate hybrid propulsion system capability.

(U) Flight Test No. 1: Flight test No. 1 was planned for Mach 1. 8

sustain (maximum) at 50, 000 ft. The hybrid engine was programmed for

5-sec boost and 260 sec of sustain with destruct time set at 277 sec. The

dial-a-thrust valve was set for a 50, 000-ft mission (711). The missile was

launched at 49, 500 ft and Mach 1. 5 from an F-4C aircraft. Due to electri-

cal problems, the boost valve was closed during the ignition sequence and

the hybrid rocket was ignited in the sustain mode. The target missile flew

for 250 sec under powered flight and was destructed aerodynamically by a

canard down maneuver at 277 sec. This test demonstrated successful

launch and flight of the missile at supersonic speeds. The hybrid engine

ignited successfully under uncertified, off-design conditions and performed

satisfactorily in the high-altltide supersonic environment.

(U) A comparison between in-flight engine performance and ground

certification test performance is made in Figures A-i and A-2. Figure

A-i presents telemetered and reduced chamber pressure for the flight

(Reference 3) and the chamber pressure trace from Rkin 4F versus titne.

Certification test 4F was selected for comparimon becauta! thia was the only
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run at the 50, 000-ft mission sustain thrust in which the exhaust nozzle did

not incur severe erosion, and resulted in a chamber pressure trace very

similar to that observed in the first flight test. It is ev-dent that the flight

propulsion system exhibited slightly lower oxidizer tank pressure as evi-

denced by the lower average level of chamber pressure throughout powered

flight. Very little TCA nozzle erosion is indicated by the relative flatness

of the chamber pressure trace and the slight rise in thrust with time begin-

ning at 100 seconds.

(U) It must be realized that the indicated thrust data was calculated

indirectly from knowledge of the missile axial and normal acceleration and

angle-of-attack histories, zero-lift and induced drag characteristics, Mach

number and altitude history, and estimated missile weight history. Hence,

the estimated thrust levels shown in Figures A-1, A-4 and A-6 should be

accurate at the beginning of powered flight but may deviate from actual

levels later on as assumed missile weight errors accumulate.

(U) Since the actual TCA nozzle throat areas which existed during

certification and flight tests should be almost identical during the first

10 to 20 seconds of run time, the initially indicated flight and certification

test thrust and chamber pressure levels can be used to compare delivered

thrust coefficients (Cf) for these tests. Comparison of delivered Cf at

the 20-second time slice using the above assumptions indicates that 12016

greater delivered Cf for flight as compared to Run 4F.

(U) Flight Test No. 2: Flight No. 2 was planned for Mach 2. 0 sustain

at 50, 000 ft. The hybrid engine was programmcd for 20 sec of boost and

185 sec of sustain with destruct time set for 223 sec. The dial-a-thrust

valve setting was for a 50, 000-ft mission (7H). The missile was launched

at 49, 500 ft and Mach 1. 5. The hybrid engine ignited successfully, flew

under boost phase power for 21 sec, throttled and flew under sustain phase

poweir for 196 sec.
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(U) Since the hybrid propulsion system performance at any time slice

was determined by the previous oxidizer tank pressure and TCA nozzle

throat erosion histories and no certification test was run with only 21 sec-

onds of boost phase, an exact comparison with certification results cannot

be made. However, Figures A-3 and A-4 compare flight number 2 results

with those of boost phase for Run 7F. Run 7F was used here bec'ause it

exhibited the highest boost-phase oxidizer tank pressures and thrust levels

observed during certification. It is apparent that the flight propulsion

system experienced even higher tank pressure due to the greater boost-

phase chamber pressures and thrust levels indicated. Figure A-3 tends

to show similar, almost immediate nozzle erosion characteristics. Com-

parison of the delivered Cf values from these data for the 20-second time

slice yield about 3% greater Cf for the flight propulsion system. It should

be noted that Reference 3 points out that the telemetered data, including

pitot/static pressure (Mach number), were noisy during this flight. This

casts doubt on the reliability of the estimated thrust data and the above Cf

compaiison results.

(U) A comparison of the sustain-phase trace for this flight with that

from Flight Number I and Run 4F also substantiates higher oxidizer tank

pressures for this flight because of the greater average pressure indicated

during sustain.

(U) Flight Test No. 3: Flight No. 3 was planned for Mach 3. 1 maxi-

mum sustain at 70, 000 ft. The missile was programmed to achieve Mach

2. 2 during an approximately 82-sec boosted climb to altitude followed by

180 sec of sustain phase operation. After powered flight, two "S" turn

maneuvers were planned with destruct scheduled for 260 sec. The dial-a-

thrust valve was set for 50, 000 ft (7H) to insure adequate acceleration

during sustain operation. The missile was again launched at 49, 500 ft and

Mach 1. 5. Boost-phase operation lasted 80 sec and terminated when mis-

sile pitch-over occurrea at an altitude of 78, 000 ft. The pitch-over mane-

uver was violent enough to subject the missile to negative "g" conditions.
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Oxidizer flow was temporarily disrupted and engine combustion extinguished

because the feed system was not designed to operate under these conditions.

Reliable reignition would not be expected because unporting of the oxidizer

feedline would cause the cold GN 2 purge of the TCA thus aggravating the

nonhypergolic nature of the propellants. The target missile glided for the

remaining 4-1/2 minutes. The two 'IS" turn maneuvers did take place at

about 240 sec into the flight.

(U) Figures A-5 and A-6 compare the results of this flight with those

of Run 7F. It is apparent that this flight propulsion system experienced

initial oxidizer tank pressure levels very similar to those of Run 7F since

the maximum boost chamber pressure level (Figure A-5)is almost identical

to that for the certification test. However, the flight system tank pressure

and TCA nozzle erosion histories apparently were significantly different

from Run 7F after ignitio1), because the pressurc and thrust trends diverge.

Comparison of these data at the 10-second time slice indicates about 11%o

greater delivered Ci for the flight system.
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APPENDDX B

OXIDIZER FLOW ANALYSIS DESCRIPTION

(U) Throughout the heavyweight testing phase of this program, no

satisfactory technique had been developed to accurately predict oxidizer

flow rates from experimental test data. The contractor assumed that dur-

ing boost-phase operation aeration had little effect and that oxidizer flow

rate was purely a function of the injector pressure drop. For sustain-

phase operation, the contractor assumed that the oxidizer flow rate was a

function of the pressure drop across the dial-a-thrust valve. Calibrations

of the injectors (without aeration) and the dial-a-thrust valve with water

were used by UTC to predict oxidizer flow rates in the flight-weight hybrid

propulsion system. Average or nominal values were the best that the con-

tractor could predict for system flow rates. Tests at the AFRPL, however,

had shown that aeration did have a significant effect on oxidizer flow rates

during boost phase and that dial-a-thrust valve calibrations were not very

accurate because downstream conditions did have a noticeable effect on

oxidizer flow rates during sustain. The following technique was developed

to accurately predict oxidizer flow rates from test data.

(U) The water-flow calibration facility shown in Figure B-1 was set

up in the 1-14 Hydro Laboratory. A heavyweight case with a special flange

attached to the aft end was used as the water accumulator tank. The normal

head-end closure was used to attach the injector assembly and all other

oxidizer lines to simulate as nearly as possible the actuai feed system.

Pressures were measured as they actually were taken in hot firing tests.

Chamber pressure was controlled by the addition of nitrogen through the

RTV-11 fill port. The drain valve was operated manually to keep the water

level constant. All pressures were recorded on L&N strip charts and the

data later reduced. Illustrative tabulated data for certification test injector

6F appears in Table B-1. An aeration pressure upstream of the supersonic

orifice was maintained at 750 psia corresponding to the approximate

121
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TABLE B-I. WATER-FLOW CALIBRATION DATA FOR

CERTIFICATION TEST INJECTOR 6F

Aeration Flow Injector Chamber AP-Aer 6P-Inj
Press (psia) (GPM) Press (psia) Press fpsia) (psia) (psia)

750 5.99 740 590 160 150

750 6.23 740 579 171 161

750 6.51 740 563 187 177

750 6.75 740 549 201 191

750 7.01 740 533 217 207

750 7.32 740 513 237 227

750 5.99 720 568 182 152

750 6.25 720 554 196 166

750 6.52 720 541 209 179

750 6.77 720 528 222 192

750 7.01 720 510 240 210

750 7.27 720 492 258 228

750 5.98 700 549 201 151

750 6.27 700 532 218 168

750 6.50 700 522 228 178

750 6.78 700 508 242 192

750 7.02 700 489 261 211

750 7.28 700 474 276 226

750 5.99 650 494 256 156

750 6.23 650 480 270 170

750 6.49 650 468 282 182

750 6.73 650 453 297 197

750 6.99 650 439 311 211

750 7.29 650 414 336 236

750 2.33 350 310 40

750 2.60 350 303 47

750 2.86 350 295
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TABLE B-I. WATER-FLOW CALIBRATION DATA FOR

CERTIFICATION TEST INJECTOR 6F (Cont'd)

Aeration Flow Injector Chamber P-Inj
Press (psia) (GPM) Press (psia) Press (psia) (psia)

750 3.13 349 286 63

750 3.32 349 278 71

750 2.38 300 256 44

750 2.64 300 248 52

750 2.83 300 242 58

750 3.10 300 230 70

750 3.45 300 222 78

750 2.38 249 200 49

750 2.60 251 195 56

750 2.80 250 182 68

750 3.15 250 169 81

750 3.38 249 155 94

750 2.35 199 142 57

750 2.60 200 135 65

750 2.87 201 120 81

750 3.12 199 101 98

750 3.40 200 78 122

750 7.81 720 420 300

750 8.72 720 320 400

750 8.62 700 300 400

750 7.80 700 401 299

750 7.63 648 352 296

750 8.35 650 250 400

748 3.31 350 275 7S

748 3.83 350 250 100

750 3.12 300 225 75

748 3.62 300 200 100
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regulated pressure during tests. Injector pressure was varied in incremental

steps covering a range comparable with actual operation in the engine. Flow

rates were selected for each injector pressure to bracket possible flows

that might be encountered. Using a specific gravity of 1. 385 for MON-25,

the boost flow rates covered 1. 15 lbm/sec to 1. 4 lbm/sec. Chamber pres-

sures resulted from setting all other conditions, flow rate, aeration, and

injector pressure. The aeration pressure drop (delta Paer) was the pres-

sure difference between the aeration regulated pressure (750 psia) and the

chamber presenre. Chamber pressure was used because the point at which

the nitrogen entered the injector was just behind the injector face. The

chamber pressure was used as a back pressure rather than injector pressure

located in the modified tee because it more realistically approximated the

real condition.

(U) Actual computer procedures used a surface mapping routine to

determine the volumetric flow rates. The data for each injector was fed

into the computer and a statistical plot made. This gave a separate cali-

bration for each injector, and that calibration was used for the test utilizirg

that particular injector. Figure B-2 illustrates the complex observed

relationship of water flow rate to injector pressure drop as influenced by

injector pressure, and aeration pressure drop.

(U) Figure B-3 comnpares the calibrations of five of the eight certifica-

tion test injectors for fixed injector and aeration pressures. As shown

here, deviation from the norm was significant in some cases. In other

cases, the data fell almost on top of each other. This scatter of calibration

data was the reason for having to calibrate each injector separately. It was

assumed that the installation of the injectors in the calibration bench was

identical with the installation in the original propulsion system; however,

there was no way of telling what differences existed. The effect of engine

testing upon the injector must have been small. All injectors showed very
little, if any, damrage following the tests. They did have to be cleaned

because of the deposition of soot in some cases. It was obvious that the
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injectors did get hot, but exactly how this affected the calibration could not

be determined.

(U) The end results of this calibration procedure are included in Sec-

tion IV as plots of estimated oxidizer flow rate as a function of time for

each certification test. The data presented are surprisingly close to what

would be predicted. These oxidizer flow-rate curves were integrated to

determine the oxidizer utilization as a function of time. These data are

presented in Figures B-4 through B-i1 as compared with the target propel-

lant load of 165 lbs. The exact oxidizer weight for each test was not known.

It was assumed that the UTC filling procedures were precise enough to in-

sure close to the 165 lbm, and that this total quantity was expelled during

the tests.

(U) The largest single error of the presented technique was caused by

aeration. Foilowing the shutdown decay of chamber pressure, nitrogen

flow continued through the feed system as the residual nitrogen tank and

oxidizer tank pressures dissipated. This nitrogen flow caused the injector

pressure to remain significantly high. The computer, when estimating

oxidizer flow, would calculate oxidizer flows on the basis of these false

pressure readings after the combustion stopped. This result introduced a

slight uncertainty into the last 5 seconds of the actual weight-loss predic-

tions. But the closeness of the weight-loss predictions still bore out the

accuracy of th:. presented technique when one considers the very long time

period over which error could accumulate. After 200 sec to 300 sec, the

maximum predicted error was about 8 lbs. An average flow-rate error of

0. O lbs/sec would be required to cause this effect. This was about 5% of

steady-state predicted flow rate.
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APPENDIX C

THEORECTICAL HYBRID COMPUTER TECHNIQUES

(U) One of the most difficult hybrid parameters to evaluate is the

burning rate of the solid fuel. Yet, this parameter must be known as a

function of grain length and firing duration to determine fuel uitilization,

the variation of thrust with time, and the variation of oxidizer-to-fuel ratio

with time.

(U) While it is difficult to evaluate this burning rate (sometimes called

the regression rate) either experimentally or theoretically, it has been done,

with varying degrees of success. Experimentally, an average value of

weight loss per total burning time can be found by direct weight or volume

displacement measurements of the motor before and after a test. Light

probe, thermocouple, and pyrofuse wire techniques have been used to

estimate the instantaneous burn rate at particular points along the grain

length by indicating physical passage of the fuel surface. They have been

found to be difficult to implement and subject to inaccuracy. Theoretically,

the instantaneous regression rate can be estimated as a function of both

grain length and burning time.

(U) However, any analytical hybrid model is complex. The physical

situation for any engine Is a two-dimensional, non-isothermal turbulent

flow problem complicated by chemical reactions. In a perfectly rigorous

mathematical simulation of the hybrid, all of the heat, mass, and momen-

,urn transfer processes and chemical kinetic effects must be described and

coupled together. Thus, most fundamental investigations, to simplify their

theoretical descriptions, have assumed heat transfer to the solid fuel sur-

face and/or kinetic effects to be the controlling mechanisms of combustion.

Their work is then limited to describing these phenomena. Spangler has
summarized many of these film and boundary layer theories (Reference C-I).
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Test data indicate that the theories of Marxman and Muzzy (United

Technology Center) and Smoot and Price (Lockheed Propulsion Company)

correlate and predict hybrid performance. These two computerized per-

formance programs have been written up in detail in References C-2 and

C-3. As the empirical constants required for the UTC analysis had already

been evaluated for the MON-25/Mg + Plexiglas propellant system, this

heat-transfer theory was used in a modified computer program (WS-275) to

calculate fuel flow rates for the Sandpiper.

(U) The detailed derivation and description of the equations used in

this model are given in Reference C-2. Thus, this appendix will only

describe how they were used on the Sandpiper. Figure C-I illustrates

format and order of input data cards. Figures C-2 and C-3 show general

and detailed block diagrams of the computer program. A Fortran listing

using the nomenclature shown in Table C-I is provided in Figure C-4. The

listing is liberally sprinkled with numbered comment statements to facili-

tate an understanding of the various parts of the program. The following

detailed discussion of the program will be broken up into sections distin-

guished by these comment cards.

(U) The heat transfer controlled regression rate theory used in this

model provides the equation shown below:

- qc(,p) + qr(Pc)

where,

r linear regression rate

qc, qr a convective and radiative heat transfer rates, respectively

M mass flow rate through port

Ap a cross-sectional area of port

Pc a chamber pressure
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OX Flow Rate
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Theoretical PCm, o

lop Pc W6Data nc

11 7
DS-250 WS-275

Test Run Final Regression
Performance Calculation

Program Program
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Output Data

rigure C-Z. WS-275 Data Flow Chart
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-1 STAqRT

C-2 C-7

PRead Theor.StU
C Star Data Initial Port

C-3 Radius

C-.8
PCC

PCdWo No No
AndB Read Set Value.

To BeReadof PC and
Wox

Ye C-9

Call Calculate
Subroutine Regression

OX Flow Rate as a
Function of
Grain Length

Read C-1O
PC, Wox,Cacae

TimeCaclt
Mixture

C-4.1 Ratio (0/ F)

Read C-1l
Propellant
Parameters Calculate

NozzleC-4. Z Thrcat Area

Read
G oe t=M."ry C-12
LP araeters Cl.

C-5 PC Yen
Road In

Wax N, yes
Rvad In No

No Calculate
Slope Of

[ 1ert C St. r Table

C-6 Locate Position
C-12.2 of PC In C Stfar

Amaign Table

Write PC if7 . oltside (it
C Star Table

F'igitre C-.3 WS,275 Block Dliagrami
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C-15
C-15. 1

SCalculate NOTE: C-I THROUGH C-17 INDICATES
Calulae E~dCOMMENT NUMBERS IN COMPUTER
Nozzle Exit PROGRAM FORTRAN LISTING
Pressure

C-i15. 2

Calculate
Thrust
Coefficient

C- 16

Write Output
Data When Time

Printout, Quit,
or Throttling

Punch Cards
with Data for
Prog. DS-25

Yes Time
Quit Time

No

[CalculateACAvg. Fuel
FFlow Rate

C-17

Write Avg.
Fuel Flow Rate
and Avg.
Regression
Rate

7
Ycs Anothe r

* Test Run

No,' No

END

Figure C.3. WS-275 Block Diagram (con't)
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TABLE C-I. WS-275 PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE

DIM UTC
Name VAL SYM Description

A 0. 027 a Convective Constant (K CON)

ALF 24 Header for run information

ALPHA 0. 4E12 Radiation Constant

AP Ap Port Area

APGEOM 100 A Geometrical Port Area

AK 21 Area Ratio

ARNEW

AT Nozzle Throat Area

AT1 Nozzle Throat Area (Preliminary Value)

AVED

AVERAD

B 10 B The. mochemical maN- transfer nunber

CHGT 10 Time Throttling O:turs

CORR

CS C* as calculated from C* Table

CSDIFF Difference between C* values in C* Table

CSK

CKSPI

CST 11,40 C* data for C* Table

CSTAR C* calculated usinS Pc from subroutine
OXDATA

CSTEFF 90% C STAR Efficiency

CSTIN

D 3. 1 in D Diameter (in.) (4 A /o,)1 /2

DELAY 175 sec Erosion Delay (aec)

DELP Difference in Pc values in C* Table

DELR

DELT I Time increment (sec)

DELX I Distance increment (in.)

LIF4
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TABLE C-L WS-275 PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE (Cont'd)

DIM UTC
Name VAL SYM Description

DIFT Difference between reduction times

"DIN D Initial diameter (in.) (4 A

DISDIA 28* Boundary-layer displacement thickness
*2

DT 0. 89 in Diameter of throat (in.)

EG

EQ

EQ1

ERR 0.000187 Erosion Rate (in/sec)

EW 0.9

F Counter for printing C* Table

FRACT Used for calculation of Pc from C*

Table (P-PCST)Table \DLP I

G 100 Mass flux (lb/sec - in 2 )

GAMMA 1. 2 Specific heat ratio

GASCON I Specific heat ratio (Cv/Cp)

GEE 386.4

GMI

GPI

HV 600 Hv Heat of gasification

I

ICST - Code for C* Table input

IoX - Code for reading WOX from subroutine
OXDATA

IPC Code for reading PC from subroutine
OXDATA

ISP

3 Do loop counter

JM1 Subscript term used in calculating data
from C* Table
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TABLE C-I. PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE (Cont'd)

DIM UTC
Name VAL SYM Description

K Counter for calculating data from C*
Table

L Counter for printing C* Table

LAMBDA 1. 666 Mass of particular combustion products
formed per unit mass of nonvolatile
surface material

LNG 46. 7 in L Length of fuel grain

MDOT 100 r~hg Total gas flow

MDOTOX 1. 27 Head-end ox flow (specified) lb/sec

MOLWT 22

N

NI 1 Print out increment for length

NALPHA Counter for number of different ALPHA's

NCST 40 Number C* + O/F values for each Pc
in C* Table

NCSTEF 10 New C* Effi vency

NDP C- Number data points fi om sub )utine
OXDATA

NEWOX 10 New ox flow after throttling

NOTIME Number times motor throttles

NP Do loop counter for locating Pc in
C* Table

NPCST 11 Number Pc inputs to C* Table

NRLIN C- Run number from subroutine OXDATA

NT Subscrip counter for each reduction time

NX Integer of XN

OF Mixture ratio for calculating C* in
C* Table

OFF 11,40 Mixture ratio (0/F) for C* Table

OX Ox flow used in calculations for each
time
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TABLE C-I. WS-275 PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE (Cont'd)

DIM UTC
Name VAL SYM Description

OXDATA Subroutine for inputing Run Pc, WOX,

TIME

OXFLOW Call for subroutine OXDATA

P p Pc used in calculation for each time

P1
PZ
PATMOS 1.68 Exit Press (psia)

PC C400 Chamber press from subroutine OXDATA

PCALC

PCOUNT Counter for Pc for each time

PCST 11 Pc for C* Table

PDIFF

PER Per Perimeter of Port

PERMI 0.9 1. -PERME

PERME 0. 1 K Mass fraction of nonvaporizing
component in fuel

PERMR PERNSE/PERMi

PI 3. 14159 Constant

PIA 0. 7853975 f/4 for calculating Area

PMDOT rhg MDOT of previous grain billet used in
MODT equation

PNEW

POT 10 Print out time (sec)

PRNT 10 Print time interval

PS 500 Initial Pc (specified) pals

PSTORE P Stored value of Pc

QC 4c Conve-tive heat transfer in the absence
of radiation

QR 4r Radiative heat transfer

QRQC Radiative to convective heat transfer
____ ________ ____ r~t it)
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TABLE C-L WS-275 PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE (Cont'd)

DIM UTC
Name VAL SYM Description

QT 375 Quit time (sec)

R 100 Regression rate (in/sec)

RAD 100 Radius (in.)

RAD134 D/Z

RADZ

RADCON

RADN

RADP 0. 59E-4

RADSUM

RADTOT

RATE Regression rate (in/sec)

RAVE

RCOUNT Counter for R for each time

RDEN

RDIFF Regression rate difference for each
billet

RHO

RHOOPT

RHOP 0. 137

RHOT 0. 042 Total grain density (lb/in3 )

RHOV RHOT * PERMI

RHOVR

RMASS

SALPHA Starting ALPHA read in

SIGMA 3. 307E- 15 Stefan-Boltzman constant

SLOPE 11,40 Slope of C* versus OFF from C* Table

SNGCT

SUM Surrimation of WFuel
(SUM w SUM + WF * DIFT)
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TABLE C-I. WS-275 PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE (Cont'd)

DIM UTC
Name VAL SYM Description

T t Time used in calculations

Ti

TZ

TE Tr Effective radiation temp used in equation

TEO 800

TH

THCOE

THROT

TIME C400 Run time (sec) from subroutine OXDATA

TITLE 24 Heading for C* Table + other information

TR 4000°R Tr Effective radiation temp (OR)

TRAD Tr 4

UNIT 24

VISC 0. 134E-5 Viscosity

W 3.35 in Webb thickness (in.)

WEBCHK Indication of webb burn out
(WEBCHK W + D/2)

WF Fuel flow

WFUEL 400 Fuel flow (lb/sec) (WFUEL = WF * DIFT

C400 Ox flow (lb/sec) from subroutine
OXDATA

WT Total flow (ox + wf)

X 100 Distance increment (number)

XA XA Value of boundary layer merge point
(XA = XBL*2*RAD)

XBL 5 Boundary layer merge point

XCRIT 25 Critical value of X/Diameter

XM 100 Mass flow rate (lb/eec)

XN LNG/DELX
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TABLE C-I. WS-275 PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE (Cont'd)

DIM UTC
Name VAL SYM Description

XN1 Real Ni

XOD X/Diameter

XPRNT

XX Summation of DELX (XX a XX + DELX)

Z - Z Optical path length

ZETA 0. 666 Mass of ox consumed in producing
particulate products per unit. Mass
of nonvaporizing components in solid
fuel.
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The regression rate is primarily a function of the mass flow through the

port, rh; the port cross-sectional area, Ap; the chamber pressure, Pc: and

the regression rate itself. An iterative technique must be used to solve

this implicit relationship.

(U) An examination of these independent variables helps illustrate the

computer program. The mass flow through the port increases with length

due to the mass injected from the fuel grain surface. Thus, the regression

rate increases with length. The program simulates this increase by divid-

ing the grain into finite increments and assuming the regression rate is

constant over each interval. The rate within the first increment is calcu-

lated assuming the mass flow to be all oxidizer (input oxidizer flow rate).

This regression rate adds a certain amount of mass into the chamber

which, when added to the oxidizer flow rate, provides a larger mass flow

to calculate the regression rate over the second increment. This additive

procedure is continued down the length of the grain to yield a regression

rate for each distance increment.

(U) Since the regression rate is inversely proportional to the port

cross-sectional area which increases with time, the regression rate tends

to decrease with time. To simulate this, the program divides tWke burning

duration into finite time increments. After regression rate values have

been determined over each distance increment, they are each multiplied by

this time interval to calculate the corresponding change in port radius at

each position. Thus, new values of the port area are determined and used

to calculate new values of regression rate for this time.

(U) The previous 1 ',o paragraphs describe in general the computer

calculation of regressi,- rate versus grain length and burning duration.

When the chamber pressure is not read in versus time as input data from

subroutine OXFLOW, it is also calculated. An assumed Pc value is read

in to get the program started. Using this assumed value, regression rates

are determined to provide the fuel flow rate and O/F ratio. The C.star
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corresponding to this O/F and the assumed pressure is found from theoreti-

cal C-star data read in as input. Thus, a new chamber pressure can be

found from

(C*) (N total)
Pc •(gc) (A throat)

If this new Pc and the initially assumed value do not agree within a specified

tolerance, the assumed value is replaced by the new, and the procedure is

repeated. This "iteration" process continues until the computer converges

on Pc. Since the regression rate calculation is an implicit function, an

iterative process is used over each distance increment to converge upon a

value which satisfies both sides of the equation.

(U) Figure C-2 ties the above descriptions into a general schematic of

the program. The input data are read in first, i. e., rh, Ap, and Pc. Based

upon these values, the regression rate is calculated over each distance

increment. Once the regression rate is known, values of the fuel flow rate,

the total mass flow rate through the port, the O/F ratio, and the throat area

are determined. If the Pc is not provided versus time from OXFLOW, an

iterative scheme is used to converge upon a chamber pressure. At this

point in the program, time is compared with printout time and quit time.

If it has reached either a printout time or the end of the run, the computer

calculates a thrust coefficient, a thrust, and a specific impulse, and prints

out the results of the program. After writing the results, if a printout

time was reached, or after calculating Pc, if time was below the printout

time, time is incremented by a specified interval. The products of this

time interval and the regression rates are added to the old values of port

radius to give the new chamber geometry for this new time. If the oxidizer

flow rate was not read as input data from OXFLOW, the program checks

to see if this new time is equal to a time the motor throttles. If it is, the

oxidizer flow rate is replaced by the throttled value. A check is made to

make sure the new, enlarged port does not exceed the web thickneps. U

web burnout occurs, the program stops. Otherwise, the computer returns
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and calculates new values of regression rate for this new time (enlarged

port area). The program continues in this manner until quit time (end of

run) has been reached. A condensed description of this procedure, refer-

enced to the steps shown in Figure C-2, is given below.

(U) Step 1. A series of water-flow calibrations is conduced on each

injector to be use. The flow rate is measured as the delta pressure across

the injector is varied over the anticipated range.

(U) Step 2. These flow data are surface fit, using regression and

correlation analysis program GN-410. This provides a set of coefficients

for boost and sustain operating range values of chamber and injector pres-

sures.

(U) Step 3. Run test data are recorded in digital form on magnetic

tape.

(U) Step 4. The test data are edited and calibrated with general data

program GN-420 and output in engineering units on magnetic tape.

(U) Step 5. Chamber and injector pressures are taken from the test

data and used with the flow calibration coefficients to calculate oxidizer

flow rate as a function of chamber pressure and injector delta pressure.

(U) Step 6. Chamber pressure (Pc) and oxidizer flow rate (Wox)

versus run time are written on magnetic tape to be used with program

WS-275..

(U) Step 7. Fuel regression calculation program WS-275 is designed

to calculate Pc, Wox, and W FUEL versus time for a purely analytical

case or may use actual Pc and Wox as calculated in program DS-254.
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(U) Step 8. The data printout from WS-275 includes the various

performance parameters as well as the fuel grain profile and regression

rate for each desired run time.

(U) Step 9. Data cards are punched by the program to provide run

times, Wox, W FUEL, and throat area (At) calculations for program

DS-250.

(U) Step 10. Theoretical propellant performance data have been pre-

viously calculated and are recorded on magnetic tape to provide theoretical

ISP, C star, and Cf.

(U) Step 11. All test data, along with calculated Wox and W FUEL,

are compiled in run performance program DS-Z50. The thrust, pressure,

temperature, and flow data are averaged for each time slice and all neces-

sary correctioni made. The required performance para. ieters such as

exhaust velocity, expansion ratio, C star, ISP, and Cf are calculated.

Calculated C star, ISP, and Cf are compared with the theoretical values

to determine engine efficiency.

(U) Step 12. The final performance data are output in a tabulated

report format.

(U) Figure C-3, a more detailed block diagram, has its vtarious

sections labeled by numbered Comment statements. These Comment

statements correipond in number with the more detailed explanation and

FORTRAN listing which follow.

(U) Comment 1: In this section, the fixed point indicators used with

the program are read. While the significance of these indicators will

become apparent as they are used in the program, they can be briefly

identified as follows.
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(U) ICST: When this indicator is set to zero, the program does

not read and write the C-star data (used when multiple cases are run on

same propellant combination and C-star values are already stored). When

this indicator is any value greater than zero, the C-star data are read and

printed out on the first output page.

(U) IPC; IOX; ISUB: When they are set equal to a positive num-

ber, these indicators tell the computer to read in subrouting OXFLOW and

thus Pc and oxidizer flow rate as a function of time. When set equal to

zero, the oxidizer flow rate is specified and held constant (unless motor

is step-throttled) with time, and the chamber pressure is calculated via

an iteration routine.

(U) IERR- This indicator is used in the routine that calculates

the nozzle throat area. When set equal to 0, the nozzle erodes at a speci-

fied rate throughout the run (after specified heat-soak time has passed).

When set to a positive number, the nozzle will erode up to a specified

time, i. e., time of throttling to sustain, and then stop and remain constant

at that throat size.

(U) Comment 2: If ICST is greater than zero, this section reads and
writes theoretical C star (CST) versus O/F (OFF) data, using chamber

pressure (PCST) as a parameter. A title card (TITLE) is also read and

printed at this time to show what propellant combination and system these

theoretical C-star data represent. The input format and order required

for the data cards used in this section is identical with that for its counter-

part in Reference C-2.

(U) Comment 3: When IPC, IOX, and ISUB are greater than zero, the

program calls for subroutine OXFLOW which provides for storage of the

chamber pressure (PC) and oxidizer flow rate (WOX), as a function of

time (TIME). These are subscripted variables with as many values as the

number of time increments (NT) desired. In other words, TIME (1) would
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refer to the first time value (whatever time is picked frorn the run tape).

PC (1) would have stored in its memory slot whatever chamber pressure

corresponds to TIME (1). WOX (1) would refer to an oxidizer flow rate

calculated (in subroutine OXFLOW) from the injector pressure drops at

TIME (1).

(U) Comment 4. 1: Additional propellant property parameters are read

as follows (specific numerical evaluation of these parameters is discussed

in Section IV of Reference C-2):

(U) Format: (7F10. 0)

CC Input Description

1-10 PERME Percent by weight metal in the solid fuel grain, %.

11-20, TR Radiation temperature, OR. Taken to be 2/3 of
stoichiometric flame temperature.

21-30 GAMMA Ratio of specific heats.

31-40 ZETA Mass of oxidizer consumed in producing metal oxide
products per unit mass of nonvaporizing fuel particles.

(U) Format: (7F10. 0)

CC Input Description

1-10 B Thermochemical mass transfer number (commonly
called Blowing Parameter).

11-20 HV Effective heat of gasification of the solid fuel,
BTU/lb.

21-30 LAMBDA Mass of metal oxide product formed per unit mass of
elemental metal in the solid fuel.

(U) Comment 4. 2: Geometry Parameters and Operating Conditions

are read accordinE to the following format:
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(U) Format: (7F10. 0)

CC Input Description

1-10 LNG Length of the grain, inches.

11-20 W Web thickness, inches.

21-30 D Chamber Diameter, inches.

31-40 DT Nozzle throat diameter, inches.

41-50 DELAY Delay time before nozzle throat starts eroding, sec.

51-60 ERR Nozzle throat erosion rate, inches/sec.

61-70 AR Area ratio.

(U) Format: (7FI0.0)

CC Input Description

1-10 M,4DOTOX Oxidizer flow rate, lb/sec. Used if oxidizer flow
versus time is not calculated and inade available from
OXFLOW subroutine.

11-20 PS Initial chamber pressure, psia. If Pc versus time
not available from OXFLOW subroutine this value is
used to start Pc iteration routine.

21-30 PATMOS Atmospheric pressure, psia, that surrounds nozzle.
Subtracted from nozzle exit pressure to calculate
thrust coefficient.

31-40 PATSUS Same as PATMOS if rocket cruises at the same alti-
tude during sustain as in boost. Otherwise, changed
accordingly.

(U) Format: (2F10.0, E10.3, 3FI0.0)

CC Input Description

1-10 RHOT Total density of the solid fuel grain, lb/in3

11-20 A Empirically determined constant (usually called the
convective constant).

21-30 ALPHA Empirically evaluated constant (usually called the

radiation constant),

31-40 CSTEFF C-star efficiency during bonst operation.
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41-50 CSTEFS C-star efficiency during sustain.

51-60 STIME Time at which motor throttles from boost to sustain,
seconds.

(U) Format: (4FM0. 0, 15)

CC Input Description

1-10 POT Printout time, sec. Interval between printouts.

11-20 QT Quit time, sec. Time signifying end of the run.

21-30 DELT Interval between time calculations, sec.

31-40 DELX Interval between distance calculations, inches.

41-45 N Printout interval for distance.

(U) Format: (12A6/12A6)

CC Input Description

1-72 ALF Two cards that can be used to read and write alpha-
betic descriptive information.

(U) Comment 5: If the oxidizer flow rate is not available as a function

of time from subroutine OXFLOW, the IOX will be equal to zero and the

following throttling data will be read:

(U) Format: (15, FIS. 0, 2F10. 0)

cc Input Description

1-5 NOTIME Number of times that the motor is throttled.

6-20 CHGT Times at which the motor is throttled, sec.

21-30 NEWOX New oxidizer flow rate after motor is throttled, lb/sec.

31-40 NSCTEF Nuw C-star efficiency applicable after motor throttles.

(U) Comment 6: This section sets up general constants that are con-

tinually used in the program. They are specified internally rather than
read in on data cards eac h time, since they did not change in all of the
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Sandpiper runs. However, when different systems are tested, the following

constants should be scrutinized for possible change:

Constant Description

RADP, RHOP Radius and density of radiating metal particles.

VISC Average -iscosity of gas in combustion chamber.

TEO Entering oxidizer temperature.

EW Emissivity of solid fuel surface.

PRNT Printout interval. Time between write statements.

XCRIT Length/diameter ratio beyond which severe main
stream dilution of oxidizer concentration causes
a drop in regression rate.

XBL Le-igth/diameter ratio where boundary layers merge.

GASCON The ideal gas constant was set equal to 1. 0 for the
MON-Mg + PMM system since UTC included this
term in their experimental evaluation of ALPHA
(radiation constant).

(U) Comment 7: The initial port radius and distance increments are

set up by merely dividing the initial diameter by 2. 0 at each point and by

starting at zero and incrementing by DELX, respectiveiy. It is pertinent

to note that the Sandpiper has an orifice in the second billet. To change

to the usually encountered cylindrical chamber, merely set RADZ equal

to RAD134 at internal statement number (ISN) 274. DELX must be equal

to 1.0 in tLe program as it is now set up to obtain the correct orifice

length. Measuring from the head end of the grain, the orifice is currently

inserted betwcen points 10 and 22 inches down the motor.

(U) Comment 8: Values of chamber pressure (P) and oxidizer flow

rate (OX) are set up for each time calculation, depending on whether or

not the values are read in from subroutine OXF7LOW as a function of time

or set constant. When the IOX indicator is zero, P and ON are assumed

constant by the computer awkel set equal to PS and MDorox from input data
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cards. The only time OX changes values after this is when the motor
throttles. P is either kept constant at this value of PD or is changed each
time increment through iteration, using the C-star tables. Time (T) is
set equal to 0. 0 and is evenly incremented by DELT after each time calcu-
lation. When IOX is greater than zero, values of WOX, PC, and TIME
have been stored in the computer memory from subroutine OXFLOW. These

values are redesignated by symbols OX, P, and T, respectively. If OX is
below 0. 2 lbs/sec, the computer skips up until it is above this value, as
the thrust coefficient iteration routine will not converge otherwise (see

Section 15. 1).

(U) Comment 9: This is one of the most important sections of the
program. At this point, the computer has all of the data required to use

the Muzzy heat-transfer theory to calculate regression rate. Appendix I
of Reference C-2 presents and derives these equations. Only their use
will be discussed here. The regression rate is first calculpted at the head
end of the grain, based upon values of the entering oxidizer flow rate and
the initial cross-sectional area of the port. Then this regression rate is
assumed constant over a small distance incremert, adding mass to the
center flow. The regression rate calculated for the next finite increment.

is based upon a value of mass flow through the port aqual to the entering
oxidizer flow plus the mass addition over the last distance increment.

Thus, the regression rate can be calculated down the length of the grain,
increasing the mass flow rate through the port tach time by the mass

added over the previous increment.

(U) As the equationr to calculate the regression rate are implicit
(dependent upon this rate), an initial value is assumed at each distance
increment and the computer iterates until the whole set of eqiations are
satisfied. Specifically, the iteration process continues at each point until
the calculated values of two successive iterationp are within a specific

tolerance.
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(U) Comment I0: Once the regression rate is known for each distance

increment down the length of the grain, these values are summed to arrive

at the total fuel flow rate. This number, when divided into the oxidizer

flow rate yields the O/F ratio. The O/F ratio is compared with the mini-

mum and maximum mixture ratios read in as input C-star data. It it is

outside of these boundaries, the panic button is pushed and the computer

stops.

(U) Comment 11: During the boilerplate and flight certification tests,

it was found that after a finite heat-soak time, the nozzle throat eroded at

a fairly constant rate during boost. After the motors were throttled to their

sustain level, nozzle throat erosion either continued at the same rate or

stopped completely. These characteristics were simulated in this section

of the program by calculating an initial throat area based upon the inAtial

throat diameter. This area was kept constant during a DELAY time and

then enlarged commensiurate with a constant erosion rate, ERR. After

throttling at STIME, erosion continued or stopped altogether based upon

the valne of IERR. After calculating the throat area, the program then

proceeds to either Comment 12 and an iteration for pressare or it goes to

Comment 13 and direct calculation of C-star, depending upon the IPC

indicator value.

(U) Commnrent 12: This section is used to calculate the chamber pres-

sure when the value of indicator IPC a 0 (Pc not available from OXFLOW).

An initial value of the chamber pressure was assumed in order to calculate

a fuel flow rate (radiative heat transfer is dependent upon Pc). This fuel

flow then provided values of O/F ratio and total weight flow through the

por. Now, based upon the assumed Pc and calculated O/F, and total

weight flow rate, a new value of Pc is calcu•ated using the Input C star

versus O/F and pre,4ure and the equation

Pc a .q
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The assumed and calculated values of Pc are L. -. pared. If not withih a

specified tolerance, the assumed value is repk,••d by the calculated pres-

sure and used to determine a new fuel flow, 0 F, total weight flow, and
pressure. This iterative process is continuei, r--til the new and old calcu-

lated values of Pc are within tolerance.

(U) Comment 12. 1: The position of P within the input C-star table i,

located. After this section, the computer knows that P is between pres-

sures PCST(K) and PCST(K+I). Checks to determine whether or not P is

within bounds of input data are also provided at this point.

(U) Comment 12. 2: The slope or ratio of C star to O/F between each

input data point is calculated. These values are used to determine C star

in Section 12. 3.

M Comment 12. 3: The O/F ratio is located in each of the two pres-

sure tables from 12. 1. These 0/F ratios are multiplied by the correspond-

ing slopes to provide C-star values at each point.

(U) Comment 12.4: The pressure, P, has now been located between

two pressure tables. The O/F has been located within each pressure table

and used to calculate corresponding C-star values. Now the slope of C

star/pressure is used to calculate C star at P (whole objective of Section 12

really, since a new value of P is readily determined once C star is known).

(U) Comment 12. 5: The difference between the newly calculated and

old values of Pc is compared with a tolerance. f within tolerance, the pro.

gram has converged upon a new Pc and continues to Section 14; otherwise,

it replaces the old with the new and determines a new fuel flow and O/F

(iterates).
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(U) Comment 13: When subroutine OXFLOW pr .vides Pc values and
:•the Pc convergence routine is nut used, a C-star value is calculated directly

from the well-known expression:

JriI C* = (P) (AT) (gc)/wt

(U) Comment 14: The computer has calculated values for fuel flow,

O/F, total weight flow, and Pc (if not read directly from OXFLOW). It now

checks to see if it has reached either the quit time of the run or a printout

time. If so, it prints out the results. If these points have been reached, it

also calculates and writes out a thrust coefficient, a thrust, and the specific

impulse. I a printout time or the end of the run have not been reached,

time is incremented by DELT. Assuming the regression rate is constant

over this small time interval, the radius of the port is enipirged by

Rnew =Rold + •At

Thus, after a new port cross-sectional area is calculated fr-,- the new

radius, the program returns to Section 9 to repeat regresail.-it rate, fuel

flow, O/F, etc., calculations for this new time.

(U) I the time, T, is less than 10 secs, the program prints. This can

easily be changed (yank out Statement No. 1023), but was used to closely

monitor engine characteristics during the first part of the run. If T is

equal to printout or quit time, the computer writes out its results. This

printout is accomplished by skipping to Sections 15 and 16 to calculate

thrust and specific impulse and write, respectively. After printing results

in Section 16, the program, depending upon whether or not quit time has

been reached, either returns to Section 14 to increment time for another

iteration, or continues to Section 17 where it terminates.

(U) Comment 14. 1: If subroutine OXFLOW is available, this section

is used to increase time and to prepare for the next fuel flow calculation

at this new time. Since the run tapes from the actual tests were not marked

off in even time increments, the time interval was determined by

18,0
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subtracting succe3sive values. The total weight loss at this time (call•--d

SUM) is calculated by multiplying the fuel flow rate by the time interval ansa

adding this product to the previous value. Thus, the weight loss is acc=nu-

lated and stored over all of the time intervals in SUM. The fuel flow rate

for each time is stored separately and is available as subscripted variable

WFUEL (NT), where NT refers to the number of time incremnevte. New

radius values are determined down the length of the grain by adding the

product oi rAt to the old values. If one of the new radius values exceeds

the web thickness, the computer stops and prints Termination aie to Web

Burn-Out at Time = . The value and location of this radius is alo

written out.

(U) After replacing the old values of T, OX, and P with new ones

stored as TIME, WOX, and PC from OXFLOW, the program returns to

Section 9 to calculate corresponding values of regression rate, O/F, etc.

(U) Comment 14. 2: The only difference between this and the previous

section is that a new time is obtained by incrementing with DELT. OX

remains unchanged at the input value unless the motor is throttled. P

remains unchanged, as it will be calculated in Section 12.

(U) A check is made to see if a throttling time has been reached. If

it has, new values of oxidizer flow rate and C-star efficiency are used to

replace the ones used previously.

(U) Comment 14. 3: Print time is incremented by whatever printout

interval was specified in the input data.

(U) Comment 15: The thrust coefficient is calculated using equations

3-25 and 3-30 from Sutton (Reference C-4). After determining the thrust,

the specific impulse is founad from the thrust/total weight flow ratio.

18'L
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(U) Com-ent 15. 1: Equation 3-25 from Sutton is used to calculate the

nozzle exit pressure.

11

A ePzý I k774-1 c

As Ike a. ratio ad the nozzle, gamma, and Pc are known, the exit pressure

caa be dHetermine. However, it canot be determined explicitly due to the

moaiuar mature of the above equation. The point-blope convergence tech-

nique was utilized, where two initial guesses of the exit pressure, for it

shouid be close to this value If the engi-e is optimally expanded. The sec-

ond guess required for the point-slope method was arbitrarily taken as one

half of the first guess. This iteration scheme converged very quickly, as

long as the chamber pressure was above 10 psi. If a value smaller than

10 was fed in from the first microseconds of the run tape, the program

would "blow up". This was caused by ISN 666, where a negative number

was being raised by an exponent (illegal FORTRAN procedure).

(U) Comment 15. 2: After the exit pressure has been calculated, the

thrust coefficient is found explicitly from equation 3-30 of Sutton. The

thrust is then determined from the product of the thrust coefficient, the

throat area, and the chamber pressure. Dividing this thrust by the total

weight flow yields the specific impulse.

(U) Comment 16: This section prints out the results. At each print

time, the port radius, port geometrical cross-sectional area, the linear

regression rate, and the mass flux (G) through the port are written as a

function of distance down the fuel grain. The chamber pressure, oxidizer

flow rate, C star, thrust coefficient, nozzle throat area, total flow rate

through the port (ox + fuel), specific impulse, thrust, O/F, fuel flow rate,

and total weight loss of fuel are also printed out. When Mr. D. Shirley's

performance program (DS 250) is going to be used, some of the above

results are punched out on cards and used immediately as input data.
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- - (U) Comment 17: At the end of the program, average values of fuel

flow rate, and regression rate are calculated over the length of the run.

Fuel Grain Weight Loss Predictions

(U) The above described procedure and computer program were uti-
lized with the instantaneous oxidizer flow-rate estimates developed in

Appendix B to predict fuel grain weight loss as a function of time. This was

done by integrating the instantaneous fuel flow-rate predictions from the

hybrid regression model. Figures) C-5 through C-12 present these data.

The final fuel grain weight change is compared with an estimate of the total

fuel consumzd obtained by subtracting the estimated oxidizer expenditure

from the total weight loss of each propulsion system.
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APPENDIX D

JPL VIBRATION TESTS

(U) Development tests on two Air Force prop-lsion systems were

performed per JPL Procedure TP 503552 dated I October 1967, between

20 October and 20 November 1967 at the Northrop Support Operations

Department (NSOD) JPL Hazardous Environment Test Facility (ETS)

Edwards AFB, California. The Drone tests were given run numbers G-44

and G-45. Two Drone simulated fuel grains were cast and cured by NSOD

at ETS. The fuel grains were then assembled to the liquid oxidizer tank,

and the oxidizer tank was filled with an equivalent weight of tricloroethylene

to simulate the liquid oxidizer. Sinusoidal vibration runs were made on the

two shaker test fixtures prior to the actual tests.

Run G-44

(U) Three axis (see Figures D-l, -2, -3) 1 and 2g RMS sine sweeps

from 20 to 1200 Hx were made on the first system between 31 October and

7 November 1967. Resonances in excess of 50g RMS on the oxidizer tank

with 2 g RMS input at fixture were noted. Loose plumbing and valves were

secured and padded. The sine sweep was repeated with a marked reduction

in resonant levels.

Bun Gi-45

(U) Single axis (z) lg sine sweeps from 20 to 1200 Hz were made on

15 and 16 November 1967. The runs on 15 November were made to investi-

gate the response of a system with full flight-weight oxidizer plumbing.

On 16 November single and two-point control IS RMS sweeps were made

after elastic supports and tape had been added to oxidizer tubing and valves.

The last z axis sine sweep was made on 22 November after additional metal

brackets and clamps were added to the oxidizer tubing and valves. No

significant difference in resonant levels was noted between runs of 16 Nov-

ember and 22 November.
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X Control
Accelerometer

X-Oxidizer Jo P. L. Vibration
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Figure D- 1. X-Axis Configuration
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Figure D-3. Z.Axis Configuration
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(U) On 23 November 1968 tests were terminated by telecon with Air

Force project engineer. It was decided that since the test hybrid drone

did not dynamically simulate the aft thrust chamber assembly configuration,

as it lacked the airframe structure, further vibration tests would not be

fruitful. The identification and development of on-the-spot fixes for the

oxidizer feed system successfully achieved the technical objectives of the

Hybrid Target Missile Program.

p
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APPENDIX E

CHECKOUT AND SERVICING PROCEDURES

Gaseous Nitrogen Filling Procedure

1. Obtain copy of UTC Drawing No. C01669 Rev. N/C

2. Remove cover from the forward end of raceway by removing

retaining screws.

3. Remove nitrogen fill valve protective cap with 9/16-inch wrench

backing up stationary part with 11/16-inch wrench; this cap is gray ano-

dized in color and is located in a Tee at station 24E on drawing UTC

C01669.

4. Install nitrogen fill adapter, per UTC Drawing No. C04111 (or

equivalent) on nitrogen fill valve.

5. Connect gaseous nitrogen source to fill valve. It is recommended

that the nitrogen source be capable of maintaining a constant 3500 psig.

6. Open gaseous nitrogen charge valve and slowly charge missile

nitrogen tank to 500 psig with nitrogen per MIL Spec MIL-P-27401.

7. Close nitrogen charge valve.

8. Check system for leaks using liquid leak detector. If no leaks are

detected, continue to pressurize.

9. Repeat steps 6, 7, and 8 in SOO-psag Increments until the nitrogen

tank is charged to 3, 500 psig and no leaks have been detected. U leakage
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occurs while performing steps 6, 7, 8, and 9, proceed with the following:

a. Close nitrogen charge valve.

b. Open fill system bleed valve.

c. Loosen "B" nut at nitrogen initiation valve inlet side and

bleed tank until all gas has been depleted.

d. Repair leak and proceed from step 6.

10. When nitrogen tank is charged initially to 3, 500 psig, it will

become very warm. Let nitrogen tank cool to approximately 77 0 F before

recharging to 3500 psig.

11. Close gaseous nitrogen charge valve.

12. Open nitrogen fill line bleed valve and vent fill system to ambient.

13. Disconnect fill line from fill valve on missile.

14. Remove nitrogen fill adapter from nitrogen fill valveb

15. Install cap on missile fill valve.

16. Replace raceway cover, install screws and torque to proper level.

Igniter Assembly Procedure

1. Obtain copy of UTC Drawing No. C01669.

2. Obtain one each of the following parts:

a. Throat Insert, P/N C02123-01.01.

b. Cartridge, P/N C02147-0101.

i FE
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c. Initiator Assembly, P/N C03118-0101.

d. 2-28 O-ring Compound S418-6.

K e. 3-6 O-ring Compound S418-6.

3. Check continuity of initiator assembly using an igniter circuit

tester which has a maxium output current of 5 milliamperes DC. An

acceptable unit is the Alnico Model 101-5BF. Continuity is checked by

shorting pins A and B and recording resistance on balance. Pins C and D

are shorted similarly. Short pins A and C, B and D and verify open cir-

cuit. Continuity check of all squib valves is performed in this manner.

4. Remove 34 each screws from access door located just aft of the

rear launch pin.

5. Remove access door.

6. Locate igniter as illustrated per UTC Drawing No. C01669

location 15F.

7. Remove snap ring from igniter assembly with snap ring pliers.

8. Remove igniter closure from igniter assembly using caution to

avoid damaging the closure.

9. Wipe clean interior surfaces of igniter case with cloth lightly

dampened with trichlorethylene.

10. Inspect snap ring groove to insure no particles are lodged in

groove.

11. Remove 0-ring and dust cap from igniter closure.

U0SI
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12. Lubricate 3-5 O-ring with DC-il silicone grease (or equivalent)

and install on initiator assembly, P/N C03118-01-01.

13. Clean igniter boss with a cloth lightly dampened with trichlor-

ethylene.

14. Lubricate O-ring surfaces on boss with DC-I1 silicone grease.

15. Install initiator assembly into igniter closure and torque to

40 ft-lbs.

16. Install throat insert, P/N C02123-01-01, radius edge first, into

igniter case.

17. Lubricate inside of igniter case with DC-il silicone grease,

1 inch deep.

18. Insert igniter cartridge, P/N C02147-01-01, into igniter case.

19. Lubricate 2-28 O-ring with DC-1i silicone grease and install on

igniter closure.

20. Press igniter closure (with initiator assembly installed) into

igniter case uniformly using care to not damage the O-ring when passing

over the snap ring slot.

21. Install snap ring in slot with snap ring pliers.

22. Replace access door and 34 each screws in door.

Dial-A-Thrust Valve Setting Procedure

1. Remove 34 each screws from access door located just aft of the

rear launch pin.

20Z
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2. Remove access door.

3. Locate adjustable fl%,w control valve, P/N C02817-01-02. This

valve is identified in the following manner: The valve is gold anodize in

color and has a circular knob with the alphabetic letters "A" through "H"

stamped clockwive en the top.

4. Loosen lockscrew on top of valve approximately 1/4 inch with a

5/17-inch wrench.

5. Determine valve settng for mission by obtaining the setting from

the calibration tag attached to the side of the valve for the following

missions:

Mission No. 1 = 50, 000-ft Mission

Mission No. 2 = 70, 000-ft Mission

Mission No. 3 = 80, 000-ft Mission

Alternate = 90, 000-ft Mission (not to be used)

6. The valve settings are interpreted as follows: The valve is set

initially at a value of "OA" (zero "A") with the lockscrew being the index.

All settings are to be taken with respect to this setting. The numbers are

complete counter clockwise turns of 3600 from position "A" to "A". The

letters are the position to which the knob is turned after the numerical

turns have been made. EXAMPLE: 5E is five turns from zero "A" to 5A

and then only a portion of a turn to the letter E.

7. Set valve for the mission required.

8. Tighten down lockscrew with 5/16-inch wrench.
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APPENDIX F

THRUST MEASUREMENT AND CALIBRATION

(Ul Accuracy of measured thrust was of constant concern throughout

this program -ecause testing at altitude complicated the prediction of

actual delivered thrust due to environmental effects on transducer accuracy.

(U) It is unusual, in the measurement of thrust, to provide a means of

applying a calibrated force to the flexurally supported engine cradle prior

to actual engine thrust measurements being made. Thus, the thrust stand

usually includes a calibration device which is contributory to the overall
"end-to-end" error. The evaluation of thrust measurement channels must

necessarily include this calibration error as well as those errors attribut-

able to such factors as the manner in which the technicians apply and

remove the calibration load. The usual load transducer is a flexurally

mounted strain gage "load cell. " This cell is placed between the engine

cradle and a load takeout abutment. This working cell will produce an

output proportional to force, be it from the calibration device or from an

actual engine firing load. It is this working cell that is calibrated by the

calibration device. Generally, it is not feasible to calibrate the working

cell in a laboratory and eliminate stand calibration because only a percent-

age of the applied load goes through the lo-d cell. A portion of the load is

taken out by the flexures, piping, etc.

(U) Before each test firing, the test stand (working cell) was calibrated

using the calibration device. The electrical output from the working cell

was reco(rded at each load level. In addition, a precision resistor was

placed across one of the bridge resistors in the load cell. This shunt

resistor produced an output proportional to the cell excitation voltage.

This output was called a "sense step" and was used later in the data reduc-

tion process to rationalize differences in system sensitivity between the

time of calibration and the time of firings. In some cases, several
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different sense steps were recorded, each of which was derived using a

different value of shunt rebistance. Only one of these values was actually

used in the data reduction process. When digital data records were made,

the digital value derived at the several calibration loads and the sense step

were manually recorded. These data were then sent to the data processing

area ahead of, or concurrent with, the tape-recorded test-firing data.

(U) At the data processing facility the calibration data were used to

derive a formula or curves suitable for the determination of force from

the test-firing records. The sense step became the "common denominator"

in the reduction process. From the calibration record, the value of force

which the sense step represented could have been determined; however, this

this was not usually done because the ratio of the output derived from the

recorded force divided by the output from the sense step was more useful.

(U) A typical example of the process was the reduction of data recorded

on a digital acquisition device. Starting with the manual calibration record,

the number of digital counts recorded at zero pounds force was subtracted

from the number of counts at a specific value of calibration force. AMso, a

difference between counts with and without the sense step applied was com-

puted. The ratio between these differences was then determined. Depend-

ing upon the linearity of the system, an analyst chose either a lst, 2nd,

3rd, or 4th order curve-fit technique to determine a best-fit equation of

the form:

Fu a +bx +cx 2 + dx 3 +ex4

Where:

F a Force in lbs.

a, b, c, d, and e were the derived coefficients usinj computer routines.

t rati counts at any force - counts at zero force
x counts Count3 With sense step - counts without wense step
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The coefficients determined from the calibration information were stored

for further reference when the record from the actual test firing was being

processed.

(U) When data from a test firing was processed, pre- and post-run

zero values had been recorded. The data analyst had the option of selecting - -
either of these zero values or of computing an average zero value. The

denominator of the "counts ratio" Was then calculated by subtracting the

chosen zero from a similarily chosen or averaged sense-step value. The

recorded firing data were a succession of data samples, the count value

of which varied with time as a function of the thrust produced by the engine.

Each of these samples, or selected ones, was used to derive a value for

the numerator of the "counts ratio" expression by subtracting the chosen

or computed zero from the data count value. At this point, both the numer-

ator and denominator of the "counts ratio" expression were available and

the value of the ratio itself was computed. This value was then used with

the coefficients derived from the calibration data to compute a value of

force in pounds corresponding to the recorded data count value.

(U) The first step was to calibrate the thrust stand using the calibra-

tion equipment associated with the test stand. The results of this calibration

were manually recorded.

(U) To evaluate thrust stand accuracy, known forces were applied to

the cradle along the axis parallel to the engine. This method of loading

the thrust stand did not apply during the stand calibration and was only

applicable during the evaluation. The known forces did, however, exert

force on the load cell similar to the calibration forces exerted on the same

load cell during stand calibration. It was the difference between these two

methods that constituted the basis for obtaining data that resulted in the

stand accuracy figure.
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(U) The force load cell was provided with two strain-gage bridges,

Bridge A and Bridge B. Data from each bridge was acquired during stand

calibration and evaluation. For evaluation, two channels of a digital

record were activated. When any of the known force increments were ap-

plied, and held constant, the magnetic tape recorder, associated with the .-

digital recorder, was turned on. The bridge data were thus recorded

simultaneously for both channels. This process was continued for each

force increment and for three cycles _f test.

(U) Data reduction began when the data were placed in the hands of an

analyst for evaluation. The first step was to compute the indicated forces

using the standard data-reduction programs and techniques peculiar to the

particular test area. These computed values were compared with the known

applied forces, and using appropriate statistical techniques as indicated

below, numbers were derived that reflect the accuracy of the stand.

(U) The accuracy of a calibration test was limited to the accuracy

realized when technicians used the available force calibration kit. This

force calibration kit was sent to the National Bureau of Standards, and

certified to be within the following error limits: +0. 0514 of reading down

to 1/5 of full scale and to +0.051/0 of 1/5 full scale down to zero.

1U) The actual Bureau certification records indicated that these were

conservative values. Because these standards were used only by the most

competent and meticulous technicians, it was assumed that personnel using

the standards do not degrade the accuracy from that actually measured

beyond the certified value of 0. 05%6.

(U) The kit consisted of an indicator and 10 load cells of different
capacities, ranaging from 120 pounds to 120,000 pounds, full scale.
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(U) This thrust stand evaluation did not include a major potential

source of thrust measurement error, i.e., error resulting from forces

that were caused by propellant lin3 pressurization effects. There were

several reasons why this potential error source was not included in this

evaluation:

a. It was generally inconvenient to pressure the piping system at

the time of evaluation.

b. The engine was not usually in the thrust cradle at the time of

the evaluation, and piping errors, if any, would be dependent upon how the

piping was twisted and bent to force it into position to torque the mounting

bolts in place.

c. Stand and system errors as determined in this evaluation were

a constant value plus or minus the piping pressurization errors. Inasmuch
as pressurization errors would vary (unless eliminated) with each engine

installation, the reaults of this evaluation would not be consistent or re-

peatable if piping pressurization effects were included.

d. Piping pressurization errors were, generally speaking, easy

to detect as well as eliminate. Good management dictated the necessity

to test for and eliminate these errors after ftach engine change.

(U) The primary standard used in Thrust Stand Calibration was located

in Laboratory No. 213.04/185045 of the National Bureau of Standards,

Washington, DC. Attesting documentation disclosed that the errors of the

applied loads, used in calibrating the Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton secondary

standard, did not exceed 0. 002%. It was concluded that the accuracy of the

primary standard is 99. 998%.
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(U) The secondary standard was a Baldwin-Lima- Hamilton Force

Calibration Kit. The manufacturer guaranteed an accuracy of 0. 05% of

point when calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards. This was a

conservative figure as individual calibration sheets from the Bureau at-

tested. In any event, it was safely concluded that the accuracy of the sec-

ondary standard was 99. 95%.

(U) The average of pre and post-run sense step sigmas (deviations)

were noise check figures. They represented the error band (noise) being

recorded. Because the full scale count, value was usually +9, 999 counta,

the signal to noise ratio was this number divided by 19, 998. The average

was computed as follows:

a. Fifty data points were recorded for the pre-calibration step

value when zero lbs of force was being applied to the stand.

b. These 50 points were averaged.

c. A difference between each of these points and the average value

was computed.

d. Squaring each of the differences, summing them, dividing this

sum by 49, and taking the square root of this quotient yielded a standard

deviation for the step.

e. Repeating the foregoing steps, a through d, for each of the pre

and post-sense steps and taking the simple average of the resultant figure

yielded thc tabulated counts value.

(U) The stand deviation of thrust datr channel represented the precision

associated with the particular data channel under test. It was calculated

from the following equation using data typifled by Table F-I.
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PREC ()=100 Fd1  + Fd2  ÷.. Fd33

32

1 FFs

Where: The factor of 100 is used to result in a percentage figure.

Fd denotes the difference between the force value in Columns 2,
3 and 4 with Column I of Table F-I.

Subscriptions I through 33 represent the 33 individual difference.

F denotes the full-scale calibration force.

The data in Column I are the forces applied using the Baldwin-Lima-

Hamilton Force Calibration Kit. The data in Columns 2, 3, and 4 are the

computed forces derived from the tape recording made at the time of test.

There are three columns, one for each of three runs. The data in Column

5 are simple arithmetic averages of the values in Columns 2, 3, and 4

subtracted from the corresponding values in Column 1, divided by the

va~ue in Column I and then multiplied by 100 to result in a percent of

point error figure. The figures in Column 6 are derived in the same manner

as those in Column 5, except that the difference is divided by the full scale

value.

(U) The accuracy of thrust channel was a single number whihh could

be used to represent the entire system accuracy. It was related to the

precision derived above and also took into account the uncertainty in the

standards. The value was calculated using the following equation:

% Accuracy a 100 - error

= 100- 9PRECe + 9PSt2 + 9 STd}

* ,Where: The nines under the radical sign were used to rvsult in three sigma

values.

PREC was the precision (%) of the system as determined above.

STD was the precision (%) of the secondary standard.I PSD was the precision (%) of the primary standard,
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(U) It should be noted that the foregoing equation in a simple RMS

addition, which implies a random error as contrasted to a systematic

error.

S(U) Table F-II presents the results of thrust stand calibrations using

the procedures described above. Load cell S/N 2111 was used during

boilerplate tests 1 to 27, and SIN 245372 was used during certification

"testing.
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TABLE F-II. THRUST STAND CALIBRATION RESULTS

X* Y**

S/N 2111 (19 Oct 66) Ormond Type LC Model WCL-FF35-CD-IK-2193

Bridge A 0.4916%1 98. 523%

Bridge B 0.4637% 98. 6077%

Bridge A (7 Feb 67)

0.4985% 98.5033%

S/N 245372 Revere Model U.S. P.2-1-B

Bridge A (21 Sep 67)

0.2944% 99. 1158%

Bridge A (29 Sep 67)

0.2783% 99. 1640%

* X = Standard Deviation of Thrust Data Channel in Percent of

Full Scale

** Y = Accuracy of Thrust Data Channel in Percent of Full Scale

for 3 Sigma
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APPENDIX G

THRUST MEASUREMENT CORRECTIONS

(U) Heavyweight tests 1 through 27 were conducted with hermetically

sealed load cell S/N 2111. Test data from calibration at altitude and

ambient pressures are shown in Table VI of Section WY. Tests 28 through

101 were conducted with the second load cell (S/N 4053). This load cell

was never evaluated in thrust stand calibration. The second load cell was

vented to allow equalization of internal transducer pressure with the altitude

chamber pressure. This equalization process was not instantaneous and

various transitory effects occurred with temporarily caused large inaccu-

racies in measured thrust. Figure G-I shows performance of the second

(vented) load cell under no-load conditions during typical dynamic test

chamber effects that were experienced during engine throttling tests. This

second transducer also exhibited significant shifts in calibraition points at

various simulated loadings between altitude and ambient pressure. Most

of the transitory effects are typical of any vented system.

(U) The third load cell (S/N245372) was used for certification tents

IF through 8F. This Revere load cell (Model U. S. P. 2-1-B) was vented

similarly to the second load cell. To avoid the start transition deviations,

the altitude chamber was allowed to stabilize at a pressure equal to

65, 000 ft. If the engine had been allowed to ignite at 50, 000 ft, the diffuser

would pull down the test cell pressure to the 65, 000 ft level. During this

period, thrust measurements would obviously be in question because a

situation similar to that shown in Figure G-I wou:d exist. No method was

devised to avoid the throttling error, but it was fairly small.

(U) Thrust corrections were made to all measured data. Corrections
consisted of two types: (1) Corrections for suction pressure forces caused

by differential pressures acting on the propulsion system between the

diffuser pressure and the altitude test chamber pressure, and (2) altitude
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corrections to predict thrust at standArd altitudes different from the actual

operating test altitude. .The methods are outlined below.

Diffuser/Test Cell Pressure Differential Correction

Pamb

Diffuser

hP *(Pax - Panib) Pax aDiffuser pressure
W Ir F £ Pamb, a Test cell pressure

Dn a Nozzle 0. D.
a 7 in.

Do 0 Not ale exit 0. D.
R 4.09.

Where: f positive force adding
to thrust

r measured thrust

w *actual thrust
V i 2 " Z~P , 12.67 (e.Pm.
T(D; oPx Pm.

Altitude Correction

r a 1 s , A. (Pamb. 2 - Pamb. ru 1  13. 14 (Pamb. 2 - Pamb. 1)

-Subscripts: I tAltitude 2 *Mission Altitude
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